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February 23, 1999
The Faculty Senate meeting for February 23, 1999, was called to order at 3:37 p m ., in th K1va
President Jonathan Porter presided .

S nat

Senators present: Steve Block (Music) , Ann Caudell (Nursing), Jack Crowl (Gallup) , Juh D Pr
(Valencia) , Gregory Franchini (Psychiatry) , John Gahl (Electrical & Computer En m nng) , John
Geissman (Earth & Planetary Sciences) , David Gettman (Pharmacy), Jeffrey Gnfflth (B1och m, try
Molecular Biology) , Jaime Grinbeg ( Language , Literacy & Sociocultural Issues) , Philip Hampton
(Chemistry) , Fred Hashimoto (Internal Medicine) , Aparna Huzurbazar (Math mat,cs Stat, tics) , Claud,
Isaac (Architecture & Planning) , Betsy Jameson (History), Christiane Joost-Gau I r (Art Art H1 tory) ,
Dorothy Kammerer-Doak (Obstetrics & Gynecology), Loren Ketai (Radiology), Rob rt L on rd
(Anthropology) , Harry Llull (General Library) , George Luger (Comput r Sci nc ), N th Ii
rtm (L w) ,
Wanda Martin (English) , Les McFadden (Earth & Planetary Sciences), Carolyn Milli n (G llup),
Christine Nathe (Dental Hygiene/Surgery) , Eric Nuttall (Chemical & Nucl ar En in nn ), John P n,t
(Physics & Astronomy), Jonathan Porter (History) , Charles Pribyl (Orthopa dies), Rich rd R 1d
(Anderson Schools of Managment) , Ronald Reichel (University Coll ge), Mano Riv r (Pu he
Administration), Stephanie Ruby (Molecular Genetics & Microbiology), Rob rt Sapi n (Em
nc
Medicine) , Loretta Serna (Educational Specialties), Brian Solan (Famil y Community
diem ), P
Steele (Sociology), Pauline Turner (Individual , Family & Community Education) , C rolyn , (Edu t,on
Specialties) , Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry & Molecular Biolog y), elvin Ya wa (H1 to )
Senators absent: Steve Abram (Anesthesiology), David Bennahu m (Intern I
diem ),
(C_ell Biology & Physiology) , Warren Smith (Foreign Languages & Llteratur ), Sh
(Linguistics)
Excused absences: Jan Gamradt (Individual , Family & Community Education) ,
(Individual Family & Community Education), Neeraj Magotra (Electrical Compu r n in nn ),
Joseph Martinez (Education Specialties) , Jean Martinez-Welles (Gallup) , Ah tair Pr on (And rson
Schools of Management), Dan savage (Neurosciences), John Schatzberg (And rson Schools o
Management), Sally Seidel (Physics & Astronomy), Paul Weiss (General Library) , Bnd
,Ison
(Pathology)
Guests present:
Bopanna Ballachanda (Speech & Hearing Sciences), Flora Clancy (Art Art History), T rry Cro
Ho · r
(Occupational Therapy) , Charles Crowley (Computer Sci ence), ~ - Chris Garcia (Provost) , G ~
(Anderson Schools of Management) , David Kauffman (Engmeenng), Robin e,ze-Grocho
1 (0 face o
Graduate Studies), Karen Montoya (Emergency edical Services_Acade~y), Janet Pool (Occu alion I
Therapy) , William Raynovich (Emergency Medicine), Karin Ret~km (President, Staff Councd), Sall
R~y~al (Nursing) , Richard Schaefer (Communication & Journalism), Fr~d Sch~ _I r (Ph1losop ),
Virg1~ia Seiser (General Library) , Kirsten Thomsen (Family & Com_munity
diem ), anc U
( u~1c), Richard Van Dongen (Education) , Betsy Vanleit (Occupational Th rap ), Julie
Business & Finance)

1·

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
A motion to adopt the agenda was seconded and carri d by unammou vo,

2·

APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES FOR FEBRUARY 2, 1999
A motion to adopt the summarized minutes for February 2, 1999 , w

unanimous voice vote of the Senate.
3.

MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR FORMER REGENT ARTURO ORTEGA
The ~emorial Minute for former Regent Arturo Ortega was presented to the Senat by Prof s or
Em~r!tus Ferrel Heady (Publ_ic Administration) and former UNM President The mi nut a adop
by nsmg vote of the Senate 1s presented below. Vivian Valencia , Secretary o the Univ rs1ty, will
send a copy of the minute to his son , Robert Ortega.
Memorial Minute for Arturo Guillenno Ortega
Arturo Guillermo Ortega died January 29, 1999, at the age of 78. During the lasts ven and a h If
years of his life, he was severely handicapped physically by a debilitating strok , but h w
I rt
mentally and receiving loving care from his wife Elosia and other memb rs of h1 f am1ly

UNM is not the only beneficiary of his long standing interest in higher education. He also s rv
on the governing boards of his alma mater, Georgetown University and of Colorado Coll
, and
was a member of the executive committee and vice chairman of the Association of Go min
Boards of Universities and Colleges, a national umbrella organization
Ortega's many other accomplishments can only be touched on . He was an _omc~r on a born r in
the Army Air Force during World War 11, which was shot down m 1943, ma mg him a pn on r of
war until he escaped in the spring of 1945. He served as president of the Albuqu rque Bar
Association, and was founder of the Hispanic Culture Foundation. He rece1~ed the Bro herhood
x,co D,stm u, h d
Award of the National conference of Christians and Jews, and the New
Public Service Award.
In closing , 1 want to paraphrase comments t made about him on an earlier occasion in his honor.
As a person, he was a rare individual who was universally admired and resp cted , ev n b
o I
who disagreed with him on particular issues, as honest, courageous, tolerant, d1h nt,_and
completely trustworthy. In addition , as an extra bonus, he was one of the mos n a in •
enjoyable, and sociable human beings anyone could have the good fortune to no .

2
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These are just a few reasons for appreciating and remembering Arturo Ortega.
4.

MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR PROFESSOR EMERITUS FRED M. CHREIST, SR. (SPEECH &
HEARING SCIENCES)
The Memorial Minute for Professor Emeritus Fred M. Chreist, Sr., was presented to the Senate by
Professor Bopanna Ballachanda (Speech and Hearing Sciences). The minute as adopted by rising
vote of the Senate is presented below. Vivian Valencia, Secretary of the University, will forward a
copy of the minute to his son, Fred M. Chreist, Jr.
MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR FREDERICK MARTIN CHREIST, SR.

Frederick Martin Chreist, Sr., Professor-Emeritus of the University of New Mexico passed away on
December 28, 1998. He was 86 years old . Professor Chreist Sr. graduated from Depauw
University in Greencastle, Indiana. He received his MA in speech from Northwestern University.
He served in the Pacific with the US Navy during World War II. After his separation from the Navy
he entered the Doctoral program in Speech Pathology at Northwestern University. In 1947, Fred
moved the family to Albuquerque where was hired to establish a Speech Pathology and Audiology
program at the University of New Mexico. In 1949, the division of speech pathology was elevated
to department status and Fred returned to Northwestern University to complete his Ph .D. After
completing his Ph.D. , he returned to UNM and taught classes for 31 years. He was instrumental in
the founding of the Albuquerque Speech and Hearing Clinic, the New Mexico cleft palate team and
a Masters degree in Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology. Professor Chreist was
instrumental in the creation of a program in English as a second language at UNM . Numerous
international students over a number of decades benefitted from his commitment in addition to his
skills. He had a very productive and influential career during which he wrote numerous articles
and books. He retired from UNM in 1978. He is greatly missed by his family , friends , colleagues,
and former students.
5.

MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR PROFESSOR EMERITUS DOUGLAS GEORGE (ART AND ART
HISTORY)
The Memorial Minute for Professor Emeritus Douglas George was presented to the Senate by
Professor Flora Clancy, Chair, Art and Art History. The minute as adopted by rising vote of the
Senate is presented below. Vivian Valencia, Secretary of the University, will forward a copy of the
minute to his wife, Judith George, and to his son , Nicolas George.
Memorial Minute for Douglas George

Professor Emeritus Douglas George died of cancer on January 71h , 1999. He was 70. He is
survived by his wife Judith and his son Nicholas. Professor George joined the Art and Art History
Department of UNM in 1966 and retired in December of 1997 after thirty and a half years of
service .
Professor George created the course, Artistic Traditions of th~ Southwest, _and taught it f~r many
years with enormous success because the course kept changing and growing as Douglas
knowledge kept changing and growing. In 1990 Douglas w_a_s honored as the Outstanding Teacher
of the Year by the New Mexico Endowment for the Humanities.
He served as Director of Graduate Studies for the Art and Art History Department, and contributed
with distinction to faculty governance through participation in the F~culty Senate and the Senate
Graduate Committee. In 1994, the UNM Alumni awarded Douglas its annual Faculty Award .
His was a wide-ranging intelligence spiked with a fine sense of humor and honed with a pervasive
sense of honor and duty. He was ardent about the craft of teaching , about music, and about
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food ... and most certainly chocolate.
6.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Interim President William C. Gordon was not available at this meeting.

7.

PROVOST'S REPORT
Interim Provost F. Chris Garcia reported on the following :
The Master of Landscape Architecture degree program approved by the Faculty s nat
rch 2
recently will be going forth to the Regents' Academic/Student Affairs Com mitt e on
1999. If approved, it will be presented to the full Board of Regents on March 8, 1999
'
Faculty who have published books during 1998 will be honored at a dinn r host d by Pr 1d n
Gordon at University House on April 9.
policy on ho
nd
The New Units Task force will meet on March 3. This group will fo~ulat
when a unit or program becomes a department. Three memb rs d si n t d by th F culty
Senate are on the task force.
The work of the Graduate Student Recruitment and Retention task fore ha
quickly. Two outside consultants will provide feedback and recomm ndation to th
soon . Efforts will be made to reverse the trend of declining enrollm nt of radu
The mandate from the Faculty Senate last year for faculty to evaluat th ir coll
deans, branch campus directors, and associate provosts is going forw rd. F cul
evaluation forms soon .

1v

Provost Garcia asked Interim Vice-President Julie Weaks to give a bri f upd t to th
Senate on the current status of UNM's budget appropriations for 1999-2000 Sh
additional layer has been added to the legislative process by the Senate Finan Comm1tt
decision to generate its own funding bill, Senate Bill 2. Historically, Hous Bill 2 ha
appropriations act for all state government, including higher education. Vice-Pr 1d n
provided an update on the proposed fund ing appropriations in both bills, HB2 and SB2.

n
'

Currently, House Bill 2 contains:

100% funding for the Instruction and General (l&G) fo~ula for higher education;
However, since UNM is still suffering the affects of the decline in student enrollm nts, tha
an
about five years ago, it will lose about $400,000 in fo~ula funding this year, even i h fundm a
100%.

•

3.5% compensation increases for facuity and staff;

$1 .3 million funding fo~ula enhancements for building renewal and r placement;
for libraries·
'

2 million

3.5% tuition credit·

'

$950,000 credit for reduction in workers' compensation premiums.
The State Risk Management Division, through which UNM is insur d by _st tut • info~ U
that it had over collected for workers' compensation and would b r ducin 1t r miums. Th

4
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House Appropriations and Finance Committee, on recommendation from the Governor's Office
proposes to deduct $950 ,000 from UNM 's main campus Instruction and General (l&G) funding . '
Currently, Senate Bill 2 contains the recommendations from the Legislative Finance Committee:
2% compensation increases for faculty and staff;
3.5% tuition credit;
the same levels of funding formula enhancements for building renewal and replacement and
libraries.
The Legislative Finance Committee's recommendations would produce a 3.7% overall increase in
funding for UNM. The House Appropriations and Finance Committee recommendations would
produce a 5.4% overall increase in funding. UNM's challenge, at the moment, is to enhance
compensation increases for faculty and staff, and seek removal of the $950,000 credit against
UNM 's appropriations for reduction in workers' compensation premiums.

8.

SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Senate President Jonathan Porter reported on the following :
Comments made by him at the last Senate meeting , regarding an inadequate supply of chalk
in classrooms, have resulted in his classrooms being supplied with chalk.
The development of a faculty dispute resolution process is going forward . A draft policy is
being reviewed.
The $950,000 credit against UNM's appropriations for reduction in workers' compensation
premiums being proposed by the legislature will severely impact the compensation package for
faculty.
Now is a good time to write to legislators about the necessity of supporting UNM 's request for a
decent compensation package.
Members of the Governmental Relations Committee attended a legislative reception given by
the Alumni Association on March 8. On March 9, the House Appropriations and Finance
Committee and the Senate Finance Committee met in a joint meeting to hear proposals from
higher education institutions. Both the reception and joint meeting appeared to be poorly
attended by legislators. President Gordon and Regent President Willard presented articulate
and supportive statements on UNM 's needs, the excellence of UNM's faculty and staff, and the
importance of a good compensation package.
President Porter yielded this portion of his report to Professor Beulah Woodfin , Chair,
Governmental Relations Committee.
Professor Woodfin reported on a two-tiered , compensation package from the State Senate, Senate
Bill 2, that proposes increases of 5% for faculty and 2.5% for staff. Professor Woodfin sa id she
informed the New Mexico senators that she did not feel it was appropriate for faculty to get a
higher increase than staff. She said many legislators feel that the staff have no where else to go,
but that the faculty might leave the state. The proposed compensation increase for faculty is an
approach to try to prevent that. Professor Woodfin asked Faculty Senators how they felt
regarding this issue, so that she can report a consensus back to the State Senators.
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Some comments made by Faculty Senators are summarized below:
Staff should receive consideration for compensation at the same level as faculty.
It is unconscionable to punish the people (staff) without options.
It is unconscionable to even consider that staff get a lower salary increase than faculty.
This would make our staff a captive market.
~egarding legislators' arguments that if faculty salaries are not increased the faculty will leave,
1f our colleagues can't hire good staff then they will leave.
~fter discussion, Senator Steve Block (Music) made a motion that the Faculty Senate approve the
idea of supporting compensation increases for staff and faculty at the same rate . The motion was
seconded and carried by unanimous voice vote of the Senate.
Karin Retskin , President, Staff Council , present at this meeting , thanked the Faculty Senate for its
support on this issue.
9.

FORMS C AND D FROM THE CURRICULA COMMITTEE
Senate President Jonathan Porter presented the following Forms C and D forwarded from the
Curricula Committee. President Porter provided a brief summary for each of the curricular
changes being presented for Senate approval.
The Senate by unanimous voice vote approved all the following curricular requests:
Forms C
•
Revision
•
Revision
•
Revision
•
Revision
• Revision
•
Revision
• Revision
• Revision
Revision
•
Revision
•
Revision
•
Revision
•
Revision

of degree-MFA Art Studio (Art & Art History)
of degree-Bachelor of Fine Arts (Art and Art History)
of degree-Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts (Art and Art History)
of minor-Music Minor (Music)
of graduation requirements (Fine Arts)
of major-BS in Computer Science (Computer Science)
of degree-BS in Mechanical Engineering (Mechanical Engineering)
of degree-BS in Nuclear Engineering (Chemical & Nuclear Engineering)
of degrees-BS & BA in Chemistry (Chemistry)
of major-Major in Languages (Foreign Languages & Literatures)
of major-BA in Journalism & Mass Communication (Communication & Journalism)
of concentration-Marketing Management (Anderson Schools of Management)
of concentration-Production & Operations Management (Anderson Schools of

•
•

Management)
Revision of degree-SBA in Business Administration (Anderson Schools of Management)
Revision of degree-BS in Emergency Medical Services (Emergency Medical Services
Academy, School of Medicine)

•

Deletion of degree-BS in Occupational Therapy (Occupational Therapy)

Forms D
•
New graduate degree-MA in Occupational Therapy
New graduate degree-MA in Religious Studies (Religious Studies)
There was some discussion regarding the request for the new graduat~ degree, Master of Arts in
Religious Studies. Professor Fred Schueler, Chair, Department of Philosophy, asked that the
Senate consider the impact this proposal would have on other departments, including Philosophy.

6

He said Religious Studies is a program and not a department, it has no budget nor permanent
faculty. Chair Schuler expressed concerns that the new degree program would eventually have
above 30 graduates and could cause a major drain on other departments' resources. Professor
Andrew Burgess (Religious Studies) spoke on behalf of the proposal , stating that the program is
justified in terms of need; the program regularly receives funding for a substantial number of
courses from other sources, particularly from the Dean of Arts and Sciences; the program has an
exceptionally strong record of outside fund raising; and it will draw on faculty resources, from an
outstanding team of faculty, who are members of many departments.
Senator Paul Steele, who serves as the Faculty Senate representative on the Curricula
Committee, expressed his support for the new graduate degree. He said the proposal has been
reviewed and approved by the Curricula Committee.
After discussion , the Faculty Senate by unanimous voice approved the Master of Arts in Religious
Studies.
Senator Steve Block thanked the Senate Operations Committee for helping to streamline the
Senate's approval process of Forms C and D by implementing the Report and Recommendation
summary form that now accompanies curricular requests.

10.

REVISION TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY POLICY, SECTION 2.6.4
On December 1, 1998, the Senate adopted the Intellectual Property Policy presented by th e
Research Policy Committee. At that time, Professor Bernard Moret, Chair, Research Policy
Committee, informed the Senate an amendment to Section 2.6.4: Costs , Royalties, and Other
Commercialization Income, would be forthcoming.
Chair Moret was available at today's meeting to present the proposed amendments to Section
2.6.4 of the Intellectual Property Policy to the Senate for approval.
Previous language for the third bullet in Section 2.6.4 read :
Twenty percent (20%) to the University to be administered by the Associate Provost
for Research (on main campus) or the Vice President for Health Sciences (at the
Health Sciences Center) to support research and educational activities in the
originating department(s) as well as administration and litigation of UNM IP (the
latter inasfar as it remains consistent with the Bayh-Dole act) .
The amended text, adopted by unanimous voice vote of the Senate, will now read :
Twenty percent (20%) to the University to be invested and ~dminist~red by the
Associate Provost for Research (on main campus) or the Vice President for Health
revenues_ will be_used , in
Sciences (at the Health Sciences Center). Accru~d _
consultation with faculty, to support University units _involved in on~oing res~arch
and educational pursuits relevant to commercialization efforts or will otherwise be
administered as required by sponsor(s}.

10.

RESOLUTION FROM THE COMPUTER USE COMMITTEE ON COMPUTERS AS UNM
INFRASTRUCTURE
Senate President Jonathan Porter presented a resolution from the Computer Use Committee .
Senator Robert Leonard (Anthropology) explained the rationale for the resolution . Over the years,
computer funding for faculty and staff has been inade~u~~e ._ There have been a number of ad hoc
attempts to address the problem. This resolution is an 1mt1at1ve taken to help change how UNM

7
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thinks about computers. Computers today are as important as lighting and telephones. Computers
are essential and should be considered as infrastructure, and the resolution supports that general
premise. There is still a common perspective that only math and the hard sciences need
computers, but all kinds of disciplines: arts, sciences, music, dance, etc., have the same need for
computation analyses. With the support of the faculty and Faculty Senate perhaps something will
be done so the administration will take this request seriously.
Professor Beulah Woodfin, Chair, Governmental Relations Committee, said the resolution from the
Computer Use Committee should be sent to the Commission on Higher Education (CHE) . She
said there are proposals in the current legislature that will ask the CHE to reexamine the funding
formula, and the incorporation of computer technology, computer access, hardware and software
into the general funding formula for higher education . Senator John Geissman made a motion to
amend the resolution to incorporate Chair Woodfin 's suggestion .
After discussion , the Senate amended and adopted by unanimous vote the resolution from the
Computer Use Committee. The amendment Whbulleted item under the It Be RESOLVED section)
specifies that the proposal be forwarded to the Commission on Higher Education (CHE) . The
resolution as adopted by the Senate appears below:
The Computer Use Committee of the Faculty Senate proposes the following resolution to be
considered by the Senate:

The Faculty Senate finds that WHEREAS:
•
Computers are now a necessary piece of equipment for faculty and staff to effectively do their
jobs, much as lights, offices, and desk phones are required for the same ;
The Internet-based World Wide Web has become an increasingly important source of
information for teachers, students, and staff at all levels;
Universities are expected to provide some course content electronically , and UNM faculty are
being encouraged to provide course syllabi and other information on the World Wide Web ;
UNM is providing more information critical for faculty and staff only via electron ic methods
such as e-mail and the World Wide Web;
A substantial investment has been made at UNM in recent years to build and maintain the
University's computer network to facilitate Internet access for members of the UNM
community;
Technology at UNM is extremely underfunded;
Many faculty and staff at UNM are unable to take full advantag~ of this network because there
is currently no source of funding for desktop computers to plug into the network;
Technology changes rapidly, and computer equipment is inadequate for current uses after
three to four years.

It be RESOLVED that:
•

Faculty and staff computer workstations be considered as UNM infrastructure, much like a
phone on a desk;

•

Departments be directly allocated a computational budget of $500.00 per year, per

8
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instructional personnel FTE;
Funds be disbursed at the departmental level to address specific computing needs of
instructional personnel;
The university recognize that centralized computing services such as network hardware
maintenance and upgrades, and user support and training, must be planned and funded in
computational facilities. To this end the request for faculty/staff computers made here should
be integrated into a comprehensive Strategic Plan.
This resolution be forwarded to the Commission on Higher Education (CHE) .

12.

RESOLUTION FROM THE SENATE GRADUATE COMMITTEE ON DUAL DEGREE
PROGRAMS
Professor Sally Ruybal (Nursing) , member of the Senate Graduate Committee (SGC) , presented
the Senate with a motion to adopt a minimum number of required credit hours as a standard for
dual degree programs at UNM. The University offers two types of dual degree programs for
graduate students, individualized and formal programs. Currently, there are no guidelines as to
how many credit hours constitute a formal, dual-degree program .
The motion as presented by the Senate Graduate Committee , with subsequent approval from the
Curricula Committee, appears below:
No less than 2/3 of the total credits for both degrees be adopted as standard for dual degree
programs at UNM. Each dual degree program will work out the curricular integrity of its
program.
The motion was adopted by unanimous voice vote of the Senate.

13.

OPEN DISCUSSION AND NEW BUSINESS
There was no new business to come before the Senate at this time .

14.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p.m.

ti~
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Vivian Valencia
Secretary of the University

Mari A. Ulibarri
Administrative Assistant Ill
Office of the Secretary
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·DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
' FORMC

Date: 9 / 9 / 93
Jim

Clt'.)DE

J::~--BE..GJ:= IVF_.,

~Provoat

Director of Graduate

StutJWp O6 1998-AcadlmlcAltaln

(TIiie. poulgn. ~m.mber)

Department of Art & Art~}O'E OFFICE
~
TY OF NEW MEXICO
Mari< appropriate Program:

O

Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

,Ox

6.
7.
8.
9.

:IJ
(I)

0

CD

<

FS Graduate Conwnittae frf applicable)
FS Curricula Committee
As50Ciata Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

CD
C.

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

JN\1vE A SI

Undergraduate Degree Program

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE.
Routing (Al fcurcopies)
1. Dean of Library Services (If NICC8Ssa,y)
2. CIRT (Comp & lnfonn Res & Tech), frf necessary)
3. Colega CUrriaJUn Committee (If necessary)
4. Colege or School FaaJlty
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction

Thisformi,"for HFA Art Studio
Name o1 New o, Exislil; Program

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog

on page(s) _3_6_2_
-_36_3_ _ __

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·Marie appropriate category
NEW:

Degree

MFA
Type

Major
Minor
Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis
Department

REVISION OF:

DELETlON:

NAME CHANGE:

~

D
D
D
D
0
0
0

D
D
0
0

□ =::0
0
0
0
0

D
D
.□

□·
•s.. NewlkliCspoicy ~ back

.

D
D
■

,t
0

0
0
0

...

(/)
0
~

CD
C.

£
5"

available lrcrn lhe F'nM)s('s OllicL

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for fonnat within the respective college
(attach adcfrtionaJ sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket fonn what is being changed.
·

m

:::,

cii

a,

C.

see attached

0II>

cc
0

:::::

n

Cl)

0

z
~

Si'

0

CQ

Reason(s) for Request (attach additionaJ sheets if necessary).

see attached
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.. . ....

'

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DAT!:

To:

B. Baker, et·al

Flow:

T. B a r r o w ~

SUllln

Catalogue change for photography area

July 24, 1998

The photography area has been discussing for some time the
idea of bringing our area into agreement with the other
studio areas' MFA requirements. I explained our reasoning
to the department graduate committee at our final meeting in
May and they agreed that it was time to do this. The
primary reason is that the original impetus for creating the
writing component was the vast shortage of intelligent
critical and historical literature in the field of
photography. This is no longer an issue for our field and
with the additional need for our students to spend less time
in pursuit of their terminal degree we would like the next
catalogue to reflect this change.

.

FORMC

11 /7 /98

·---------------

1.
2.

CIPCODE

3.
4.

Flora Cl a nc_y

5.

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE
Routing {Al four c:cpies)
Dean of Ubrary Services (if "80C8Ssary)
CIRT (Comp & lnfonn A•&. Tech), {If necessary)
College Curria.dum Committee {If necessa,y)
Coaege or School FaaJtty
College or School Dean/Oinldcr of lnstrudfon

6. FS Graduate Committee fif applicable)
7. FS CUnicula Committae
8. Associate Prevost for Academic Affairs

277-5861

Chair,

.,

- . ·-.~ ~-~:~:·· .

,:·

,.

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
Date:

.

('llla.PGlililrl, ....... llllllllel)

:a
Cl)

0

Cl)

ai

C.

9. ~Senate

Art &Art History

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
Maitc appropriate Program:

This form

Undetgraduata Digree Program

Graduate Degree Prcgram
(For existing degree only) ·

CJ
O

~ for

.: . -

Ba c he 1or · of · Fi'n e· Art s

_

Nane_o t ~ ~

. . . ··- · . .

This program is or would be located in current WldergraduateJgraduata catalog
on page(s)
360 ·
: .

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·Marlc appropriate category
·
NEW:

B. F..A.

Degree

□ =::0
0

"Ip

Major
Minor

Concentration

·o

Certificate

□
□

Emphasis

•s.twU1ilspoil:yG&ai-.bcldc"
.-ilbla Iran ltlef'ftMll&'sOlllc&

Give exact titfe and requirements as th~ should

ai

a,

C.

REVISION OF:

DELET10N:

NAMEOiANGE:

~

IJ

D

0
0
.0

...

0
0

□
□
□
□
□
□
0

0
0
0
0

0

□·

Department

m .-.

:::,

0
■

a>

2.

a,

3
(I)

ci'
~

en
n

::,CD

C.

. E.
5"
cc

appear in the catalog. See current catalog for fonnat within the respective college

(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket fonn what Is being changed.

·

·

m
:::i

ai
...

~

See attached.

O

er
CD

0

z

0m ~ iii'
0

Reason(s) for Requ~ (attach additional sh~·~ riecessary). ·

s

· · ·

To . acco'mmodate the new core ·curriculum to :s ~F .A. _:gr·aduati'on requirements
a·nd Engl ish·.·220 as a Departm_e nt of Art and A~.t ·:Hist·o ry requi'rement ('see
attached).
library Impact Statement NcUne of librarian consult~ and attached sign~ impact statement (lt necessary)
~IRT Impact Statement Name of incflViduaJ cansulted and attached signed impact statem!:!nt (If necessary)
~~ and Faculty ~ Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement
.
th is change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programstbranch campuses? Yes__ No_X_
If
have you resolved these issues with d~artment/branch involved?_ _ _ _ (attach statement)
ective Date of Proposed Change:
Fa 11
1 999
·
·

ers•.

..

·

3:
e,

~

:,~·-·o.panmen.-ciiaiiiie™>~-----iikt--j(-&i~---~---·-·-·eaii.:-·1r:F'ft:•-·!_____ .
oean of Library Services

(If necessa,y)

_ _....,~......_.
_______

CIRT (It necessary)
A
College Cuniculum Committee (If necessa,y) ~!:!::::t:~~~~~--==--College or School Faculty cu necessary)_......__ _....,._.~,---,..-----College or School Dean/Director of Instruction ---+l~~IJ.¥-I.-,;..---FS Graduate Committee (If
~
FS Curricula Committee
,4- ~
Assoc. Provost for Academif'A~i;
.,£Jl! W,
Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ ~ ~ - - - - - - -

applfl)ll,f

.

w£<

Date: _ _ _ _ _ __

D~te: - - ~ - - : : - ~ Date: ~
Date: -.....---,~=--Date:
\ '7
Date:
Date: --!.-6.c;.a-.-............,.__-:---:'
Date: _.:.a..:;.::;:..L~--1Date:

1 /~ ft:

l

½1

.....

Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change_ _ _A_r_t_&_A_r_t_H_,_·s_t_o_rY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date__l_/_2_9_/_99_
Program to be changed.___
Ba_c_h_e_l_o_r_o_f_F_i_n_e_·_A_rt_s_·_ _ _ _ __

Flora Clancy
--------=--------------

Individual initiating change

* Limit to one page only
* Unit prepares/subm its
with Form CID

Summa& of proposed changes:

A. Old program wording/description:

The program leading; to the B.F.A. is
as follows:
·
1. Courses outside the major:
Credits
a. · 30 hours selected from courses
offered by departments of the
College of Arts and Sciences
including general education
requirements (see Fine Arts
Graduation Requirements 6.)

30
c.

12 additional hours selected from
courses outside the major ottered
by any college, including Fine
Arts.

12

B: New program wording/description:
a.

c.

~

Credits
(34] hours selected from courses
offered by departments of the
college of Arts and Sciences
curriculum]
including [core
requirements (see Fine Arts
Graduation Requirements 6.)
[Specific requirements include
English 220.]
(341
(81 additional hours selected
from courses outside the major
offered by any college, including
Fine Arts.
(81

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL W1THOUT QUALIFICATION.

0 THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS :

Approval:

\MA,~

C

Facuity Senate Curricula Committee Chair

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE.
Routing (Al b.l' capies)
1. Dean of library Services (If '19CC8Ssary) ·
2. CIRT (Colrl> & Inform Res ~ Tech), (If necessary)
3:. Colege CurriaJlwn Ccmnittae (rf nec:essa,y)

FORMC

ome:.__l_l/_7_/_98_ _ _ _ _ _ __

CJPCODE .

Flora Clancy .

Chair,

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

277-5861

Art &Art History

l1J · _···--··· _.

Graduate Degree Program

O

_ ___ . _

_

Naneot~~

_.

on page(s)

360-~ 61

.

~~;;~-~--;;~;·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·NEW:

□ =::;-

,._

Major

D

Minor

D

Concentration

-□

Certificate

D
D

Emphasis

□·

Department

<

CD
Q..

__ __ _

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog

(For existing degree only)

B.A·. F.A.

CD

(")

(I)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
This form ~ for Ra c he 1or o f Art s tn Fi'n e Art .s

Mark appropriate Program:
UndetgraduataOlgreePrcgram

Degree

:D

Colege or School Faculty •
CoUege or School Dean/Olredcr of Instruction
FS Graduate Committae flf applicable)
FS Curricula CommittN
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Fa.;ultySenate

•s. "-lnts p o l c y ~ baclc

.

m..

:::,

CD
CD
a.

REVISION OF:

DELETlON:

NAME CHANGE:

~

(XJ

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

2-

D
D
.0
D
D
■

t

•

m

;

3

CD

,,
0

~

en
(")

::,CD

a.
:,
£

CD

.-ilbllfran lhePro\al'sOlllc:a.

Give exact title and requirements as th~y should appear in the catalog. See current cataJog for fonnat within the respective college
(attach additional sheets if n_
ecessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.

See attached . .

(

· .

m
CD

0

=

:::,

0

CD
a.

0

z

0m

~ -

ar
0

co
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•
Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change_ _A_r_t_&_A_r_t_H_is_t_o_r_Y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date__l_/_
29
_/_9_9_
Program to be changed

Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts

* Limit to one page only
* Unit prepares/subm its
with Form C/D

Individual initiating change._ _F;_l_;o;. ;.r. .:a:. . . .:C. . ;.1. :.:.a__
n~cy"-----------Summar::x of proposed changes:
·Art History Emphasis

A. Old program wording/description: 1.

Courses outside the major:

a.

Credits
39 hours selected from courses offered
by departments of the College of Arts
· and Sciences including
general
· education requirements (see Fine Arts
Graduation Requirements 6.) Specific
requirements include as
many
semesters of one foreign language as .
are necessary for completion of the
fourth semester course
in that
language. These will partially satisfy
· the college requirements for courses
outside the major.
39

c.

Studio Emphasis
1. Courses outside the major:

a.

c.

Credits

c.

(401 hours selected from courses
offered by departments of the College
of Arts and Sciences including (core
curriculum)-requirements (see Fine Arts
Graduation Requirements 6.) (Specific
requirements include English 220 and]
as many semesters of one foreign
language as are necessary for
completion of the fourth semester
course in that language. These will
partially satisfy the college requirements
for courses outside the major.
(401

a.

·c.- .

(14] additional hours selected from
courses outside the major offered by
any college, including Fine Arts.
(14)

~ H E COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.

D THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

v\\ \q~
Facuity Senate Curricula Committee Chair

15 addit ional hours selected from
courses outside the major offered by
any college, including Fine Arts.
15

1 5 additional hours selected from
courses outside the major offered by
any college, including Fine Arts.
15

B: New program wording/description:
a.

Credits
39 hours selected from courses offered
by departments of the College of Arts
and Sci ences
including
general
education requirements (see Fine Arts
Graduation Requirements 6. )
39

Date

Credits
I 40) hours selected from courses
offered by departments of the College
of Arts and Sciences including [core
curriculum) requirements (see Fine Arts
Graduation Requirements 6.) (Specific
requirements include English 220.)
[40)

I14) additional hours selected from
courses outside the major offered by
any college, including Fine Arts.
[14)

I

522 · '. !

/JEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
( FORM C

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

Date:.___N_o_v_e_m_b_e_·_r_1_2_,__1_9_9_8_ __

CIPCODE

Steven Block
(Name of Individual illtiatlng curricular change form)

A Aulgned by
NOClateProvost

c~"

Composition-Theory Coordina totorAcademlcAtta1r1
(TIiie, pouion, telephone mmber)

2.d 2.)

Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean of Library Services (rt neccessary)
2. CIRT (Comp & lnfonn Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Convnittee (if necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate

JJ
(D

0

(D

c:·

(D

a.

Musie
(Depa,tment/Division/ProgramA3ranch)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

Marl< appropriate Program:
Undergraduate Degree Program

C

M.ho r
Name of New or Existi'lg Program

□

Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

Hu s i

This form is for

lxJ

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog
:1Q

on page(s) ~ -

•_3....L_,____

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-~---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·Mark appropriate category
NEW:

0

Degree
Type

Major

D

Minor

□
□
0
0

.

Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis

Undergraduate
degf88only

□·

Department

REVISION OF:

DELETION:

NAME CHANGE;

D
D

D
D

~

D
D
0

D
D
D
■

D
0
0
0

D
D
0
0
D

•5ee New lk1lls policy Guldslirws book
avallable from the Provost's Oflice.

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear-inthe catalog. See cunent catalog for fonnat within the respective college
(attach additional sheets if n~essary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.

, Fo r a
i
' th
m nor in music; 20 hours,
eO r Y (1 5 0 , 1 5 2 ) ; -\,k Kl.-l- <!l{- U,__

~

~-.c+-

including a

·

total of 8 hours in

\<) ~h\C..l}\S -\ks~,.._._.

~n(s) 1o%.>?u..1
a~ltional sheets if necessa,y). Mus i c is co nd ens in g its current
t;wer -level theory offerings by combining · course content of Hull5
' c rough Mu252. Mul15 will therefore be deleted. All material formerly
.
Mu 1 15 will be covered in Mul50 (as well as more advanced
t over ed in
0 Pics )
-

~;:>

Libra I •
cu;?
mpact Statement.

·
Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
8 Impact Statement Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
O:get~ry and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
tt th1s change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programstbranch campuses? Yes__ No~
have you resolved these Issues with department/branch involved?_ _ _ _ (attach statement)
ectrve Date of Proposed Change:
F a 11
1 9 99

Er!•.

~
S
i~:

............ .,..___

Sernescer

·-.!~---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·D t .
I I ( It(

·-·-·-·---~-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·.Department
Chairperson
"',.er: ~

a e. _!,!.,J.-_..1.-1.<-'.~"----

Dean of Library Services (If necessary) - - - - , , . . . - - - - - - - - - - CIRT (If necessa,y) _ _ _ _ _ _ _- ' ' - - - + - - = - ~ ' - ~ , - - - - - College Curriculum Committee (If necessary) ~t,lt!:.~.t..:;.~~~--=--~-

Date: - - - - - - Date'.
_
_ Zft/
Date. I 1,,,
I--

College or School ~acuity (If necessary) _-1-J~-~6.-+\---,t----College or School Dean/Director of Inst
,on

:~=,~==

--~;.IJJ.Jl.~=-----

Date:
Date:

Assoc. Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate________________________

Date:
Date:

~~~
e~!!(j((J<>.
~~' ~~

I '/

~::~

l"2,,

_ /4

A -,g

1\:z.0\q ~

., . . .. .

;;~}><:\ ,
~-~:.. .-... •-: -: · :- ~.:,:

;r

ri
:::::::::::::_:~:::::: .t i

••

Faculty Senate Curricula Committ
Report and Recommendation

Department proposing change: MUSIC
Program to be changed: Music Minor (undergradu

d gr

Summary of proposed changes
A. Old program wording/description:

For a minor in music: 20 hours, including
(115 will apply).

tot 1 o

8 hou

in

ho

8 hou

n

h o

B. New program wording/description:

For a minor in music: 20 hours, including
(150, 152) .

o

_-"/,_The Committee recommends approval withou

qu 11.

The Committee recommends approval w1. h th
qualifications:

.

\ l.: _1 , ~ ('. Co.~

Committee chait'\)-y_V::....:\A..:....:.c..x.J'~,:_--------tT

@

1 o

1.on.

l.C

follow1.n

I

\I' G- ·a

at~

J

./

5 ,.. .'I

\__

I

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
F0RMC

Thomas Dodson

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE
Routing (Al low copies)
1. Dean ol lJbrary Services (ff neccessary)
2. CIRT (eon,» &Inform Res &Tech), (ff necessary)
3. Colege Cun1cuun Committee (ff necessa,y)
4. Colege or School Faculty

(Name of lndlvlcllll lnlllallng cunlcular c:hMge lonn)

5. College or School DearvDlrector of Instruction

Date:._ _
November
_ _ _ _9,
__
1998
_ _ _ __

CIPCODE

6. FS Graduate Committee (If applicable)

7- 2.f 11

Dean

7. FS CUrricula Committee
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs

(Tille.posilan,~nlfflber)

9. Faculty Senate

College of Fine - Arts
~ )

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

Mark appropriate Program:

Thls~is°tor

·eg

Undergraduate Degree Program ·

'

Fine · Arts . Graduation Requirement
NameofNew«Eldslslgf'n)gram

:fsr
~;~;ri-;;;-~~~----·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·D

Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

This program Is
be located In current undergraduate/graduate catalog
on page(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _

lege Graduation Reouit'el!ients ·

==:-

DELE110N:

NAMECHANGE:

□

0

0

0

0

0

0

Minor

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

□·

■

0
0
0
0
0

0

ConcentraUon

Degree _ _ _
Major

D

-

,.,,_

Certificate

Emphasis
Department

~OF: ;

*S..Newl)lbpoll:y~ bock
lvailblllralllief'lvlitoll'aOllce.

m
::,

I

0
0
0
0

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear i1 the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college
(attach additional sheets if n~ssary). Identify In bracket fonn what ls being changed.

See attached.

.

Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

To adiust College of.. Fine , Arts gra4uat~on:_·requirements to
conform to the core·· curriculum reou±rements. ·afte te . liat
additieBal eottrses tmder the ~roups. See ·attached.
~RT Impact Stat~enl Name of librarian consulted and attached ~lgned Impact statement (If necessary)
~mpact Statement Name of Individual consulted and attached signed Impact statement (If necessary)
Does ~ry anct Faculty Load lmplicati~ (attach statements). Long-range plannilg statement
X
1has change affect In a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes_.._ No__
11
have YoU resolved these Issues with ~rtmentA>ranch Involved? Yes
{attach statement) .
ectlve Date of Proposed Change:
Fa 11
19 9 9 ·

s:

eJes,

-

!!!.

[

~ ...·-·---·-- ·---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·.
. .
.
Date: - - - - - ..- - - -

--·--·--·

Sl9naturea:

.

SernerlW'

y..,

N/A ·
CIRT (If necessary) _ _ _--'----+--r--~-'f'f--'--7"--College Curriculum Committee (If necessafy) ~..d!:.::!:tC........l,,,,/.~:::::...::::::===Dean of Library Services (If necessa,y)

Date: _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: ---~--:-::r-r.~
Date: '?trc/?fr
Date: -~~r-:;1r.:::--Date:
Date:
,
,•

7

CoUege or School Faculty (I necessa,y) _ , . ~ - - A - " ' T " " l ~ - t - - - - - College or School Dean/Director of IIMbOctk:>n --f-li.a..t-f-U-M-=-----FS Graduate Committee (If
>
FS Curr1cu1a Committee,
Assoc. Provost for Aca~ AffaJrs __= , _ _ ; _ . ; . . . _ . . : . . ; . . . . J . . - - - - - -

Date:

Facutty Senate___________________

Date:

-~~=::~:::;;~~-:---:-:--w------

l ,-, 0::5Sl

Date:

•• • • ,

r),/v-, {[i' ··.. ;:'.I:.:.:.:.:.:--:
'I { 9 L'i 1 ; ;'.; 8k;~::::
... -~ :

fr. . . I_::

~;~:~:~:~:~:~:!:~:~:
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change__c_o_l_l_eg_e_o_f_F_in_e_A_r_ts_________ Oate
Program to be changed__F_,_
· n_e_A_r_t_s_G_r_a_d_u_a_t_io_n_R_e...:.q_u_;r_e_m_e_n_t_s_ _

Thomas Dodson
------------------

Individual initiating change

Februa ry

2,

• Limit to one page only
• Unit prepare s/submits
with Form CID

Summary of proposed changes :

A. Old program wording/description:

Graduation Requirements
L Al~klfllcoieQeotAneMareqwwllelollo'tilng gtneral tducatlon requlrtmtnta from lhe

College ot Ma and SclanoN:
I hrl. Engll&h tot•. 102 and an Engllsh tlectlv•

{abowt02)

•

w--

CMlzatlon
ltn.n:blr,goneOOUl'Hc;t-,fromudlotfll

I hra. Hlltoly 101 and 102,
fobrqfll'NQIOl4>&!

t)Conwnlrir;dona,Fonllgrtla,vageOC'
HumanldN (1ncludN Amedcan sutes,
Communlclllon and Joumdlm. 6pNdl and
HNltrlgSdenctl,Fonllgrt~and
UleraturN, U1gtAlb. Phloeclphy, Relgloca
6luclea and 6panllh and PocluglMN.)
2) Malll Of Nani 6denoe (lncludM Mdl 121, 145,
160 Of li>CM, Biology,~- &111 and
ti ~ 6denctl, Phyllca and Aawnomy.)
V/ - O f Btlwdollll 6denoN (lncludM
Anlhnlpology, ~ Gtography, Pollk:III
Sdence, l's)'dlolog)' and Sodology.)

-4)

B: New program wording/description:
16.

S)
6)

A l l ~ in the College of P~ AJ11 require 1he following

core c:urriculum:
l)
2)

3)

Md!

Oiemiltry(

Oeognlphy 102; Lingui,tiCI 101; Political Scieooo J 10,
200; Payddogy lOS; Sociology 101.
B.....W-. HiRxy 101111d 102.
6--' J..-pace- One courae mc.m from myof1he
1o- diwion 11011-&glilh lquage off'c:rinp of 1he
DllplrtDladl ofUnguiatica. Spanilb and Partugueee,
andPonisnl..-igUlp l l l d ~ Studmts with
laiaMedr ~ lmguag• 9qllivaleot to four
........ olidudy ... deaned to haw llllilfied diil
requinialalt. CL8P 111d AP credit cm be uaed for
pi-neut. but uo1- die ltudml bal demomtnted
laiaMedr equiw1mt to four - - - - of idudy,
111 additional__.- al aMOOIMI language muat be iakm.
PIM Aria. One courN mc.m from amaog die ml1owing:
ArtHilDY 101,201,202; Daace JOS; M.edia.Arta 210;
MIiiie 139, 1-40; 'Ibmtre 122. Studeota may ioltead elect
totab me tiree-cndit ltUdio COWIO oftind by1he
Depertmml8 of Art and Art Hiaby, Mulic, Theatre 111d
0.-. QC 1be Media Ma program to fulfill diil requinmml

«.

Wrttinc aad Spca)dllc. &glilh 101 and 102• and
Ill ad(lj~ .courN c:bolm from &glilh 219, 220;
CommUlllcatiOll & Jourmliam 130; Fbibopby IS6.
Matbcmatla. One CCJUrN ch»m from Madi 121 J.CS

ISO, 162. 163, 180, 181, 21S. (a.EP credit fur
121,
l2l llld/or Ma1h I SO CIII be uaed fur placcmcot, but
doea not utisfy 1hia requirement. aEP or AP credit
b Math 162 QC Mllh 180 utiafie1 tbia requirement.)
Pliyllcal uc1 Natllnl Sdraca. Two oour-, ane of
'Which ~Ult include a labonlDry, ch»m from among the
f ~ Ambropology lSO al lSlL, Aatr0DD111Y 101;
B ~ 110 IDd 1121., 1211.., 1221... 1231,,
lOS and 107L, 1111,, 121L(or 131L). 122L
or ll2L); Earth IOd Planetary Sacocel 101 aod IOSL,
I021.., l03; Geography 101 and lOSL; Natural Sci2611,, 2621.., 2631..; Pbyaic:a 102 aod 1121..,
ISi and IS3L. IS2 and IS4L, 160, 161 and 163L.

Sedal ad BcbaYloral Sdc:aca. Two 00UflCI cholen
from amaog 1he following: American Studies 182, IIS;
Anlbropolosy 101, 130; Ecooomic:a IOS, 106;

7)

A p-adc .r C (Mt C-) II nqared Ill aD Cffl'la med to rwtUl tbe
roqaircaa• er tbe c.rc c.ntm1-. I

(-If you received Ill ACT P.nalilh of 29 or better or ao SAT val
ecore 650 or belt«, you are·aeuipt from taking Engl.uh 101 md 1t
and m a y ~ ray 6 boun ia Ana&. Scicocca elodiwa.I

«

)8( THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION .

D THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATION S:

acuity Senate Curricula Committee C

1999
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e University of New Mexico
Department of Computer Science
Albuquerque, NM 87 I 31-1386
(505) 277-3112
(505) 277-6927 (Fax)

Henry D. Shapiro
Professor of Computer Science
(505) 277-3052
shapiro@cs.unrn.edu

Jf,6

From:

Henry Shapiro, Chair, Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee

To:

Jonathan Porter, President, Faculty Senate

Re:

Form Cs from the College of Fine Arts

Cc:

Charlie Steen, Chair, Ad Hoc Core Curriculum Committee; Jeffery Froehlich, Michael
Campana, Chair/co-chair Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee

Enclosed please find a revised Form C from the College of Fine Arts along with two Form Cs from the
Department of Art and Art History. The request from the College of Fine Arts for numerous exceptions to
the Core Curriculum caused a long and serious debate at our meeting of December 18 over the relation hip
of the Core Curriculum to individual programs. The issue boiled down to: how much should programs
bend to fit the Core Curriculum as it stands and how much should the Core Curriculum be tailored to individual programs. These were issues considered by both the Ad Hoc Core Curriculum Committee, chaired
by Professor Charlie Steen, and the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee in developing the Core Curriculum and the philosophy and mechanism for handling requests for exceptions.
The committee, over the course of the fall semester, has adopted the follow general guidelines:

1. Requests to tailor the Writing and Speaking requirement to individual programs are generally
accepted. These requests have come from non-Arts and Science Departments and are for C&J 221,
Interpersonal Communication, C&J 225, Small Group Communication, and C&J 270 Communications for Teachers. Fields like nursing and allied medical fields and education, with their one-onone contact, feel that these are more appropriate than the more traditional, C&J J 30, Public Speaking. Sometimes these substitutions are mandated by licensure or accreditation requirements. As a
secondary issue, the provost's office was initially concerned about the revenue neutrality of the
Writing and Speaking requirement. Approving these exceptions alleviates this problem in a minor
way by spreading the load among a wider variety of courses.
2.

Requests from programs that have very few electives because of licensure or accreditation requirements should be granted more leeway than programs that have more hours of elective credit.

3. The courses proposed as substitutions should still be of a general nature that teach the broad principles of the discipline and not be narrow subject matter only courses.
4.

Restriction of the choices within categories of the core are ge~erally approved. This conforms to
the original intention where programs required courses like Psychology I 05 or Economics I 06.

With these guidelines in mind the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee had to vote on requests from the
CollPge of Fine Arts for exceptions to the Core Curriculum. The outcome of our deliberations was:
l • Approval of Communications and Journalism 270, Communications for Teachers in the Bachelor
of Music Education degree by a vote of 9-0-0 (approve-disapprove-abstain). This course i currently required in the degree program.
2.

Approval of Psychology 220, Child Psychology, in the Bachelor of Music Education degree by a

I

: I_

/
vote of 8-0-1. The Bachelor of Music degree is very full because of state licen ure requirement
and this course is currently required in this degree program.
3.

Approval of Psychology 220, Child Psychology, in the Bachelor of Arts in Dance degree by a vote
of 5-3-1. Psychology 220 is not currently required by this program and this course will erve as an
alternative in the Social and Behavioral Sciences category.

4.

Approval of Biology 136, Human Anatomy and Physiology for Non-Major in the Bachelor of
Arts in Dance degree by a vote of 5-3-1. Biology 136 is not currently required by thi program and
this course will serve as an alternative in the Science category.

5.

Disapproval of Physics 106/l 16L Light and Color in the Bachelor of Art in Fine Art (Art tudio)
and Bachelor of Arts (Art Studio) by a vote of 3-6-0. This request was rejected becau e it wa felt
that the focus of the course was too narrow (see point 3 above). Thi course is not currently
required by these programs and would have served as an alternative in the Science category.

6.

Disapproval of Physics 108/1 l 8L Introduction to Musical Acoustic in all undergraduat degre
in Music and Music Education by a vote of 4-5-0. This request was rejected becau e it wa felt that
the focus of the course was too narrow (see point 3 above). This course i not curr ntly required by
these programs (except in the Bachelor of Music degree with emphasis in com po ition) and would
have served as an alternative in the Science category.

The original Form C from the College of Fine Arts has been modified to reflect the committee's action
with respect to votes 5 and 6.
The committee separately dealt with:

I.

Approval of two Form Cs from the Department of Art and Art History for the Ba helor of Art in
Fine Arts and the Bachelor of Arts, restricting the third choice in the Writing and peaking category to English 220, Expository Writing, by a vote of 9-0-0.

2.

Approval of a restriction in the Humanities requirement to History 101-102 for all tudent in the
College of Fine Arts. Technically, this did not require committee approval, since thi i the current
requirement of the College of Fine Arts. The committee reaffirmed this requirement by a vote of
9-0-0.
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UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

oate: __N_o_v_e_m_b_e_r_l_O_,,_,_l_9_98
_____

CIP CODE

Charles Crowley, 7-5446
(Name of individual inttialing curricular change form)

Associate Professor of Computer Sci

Aaalgned by
A11oclate Provost
.for Academic Affairs

(TIiie, position, telephone number)

Computer Science Dept.

Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate

:n

CD

C)

CD

<"

CD

a.

(DepartmenVDivision/Program/Branch)

E-mail: crowley@cs.unm.edu

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

Mark appropriate Program:

m

Undergraduate Degree Program

O

Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

Thisformisfor

Bachelor of Science in Computer Scienq
Name of New or Exisling Program

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog
on page(s) 332-335

I
I
I

m
:::,
ai
..,

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

Mark appropriate category

NEW:

0

Degree
Major

DELETION:

NAME CHANGE:

D

D
D
D
D
0
0
0

D
D
D
D
0
0

::r

0

a.
£

Undergraduale
degree only

Type

rn

D
D
0
D
0

Minor
Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis

D
D
0
0

o·

Department

CD

a.
REVISION OF:

■

en
C)

CD

:=r

• See New Units policy Guidelines book
available from the Provost's Office.

<O

0

:::i:

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.

o·
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z

See attached

~

UNA,1
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

DEC n81gga

See attached

OFF/CE OF IHt .
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Library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes
No_X_
11 yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved?_ _ _-=--:,-,:: (attach statement)
Effective Date of Proposed Change:
Fa 11
1999
Sem~ester ~,'j-;IDepartmeritctiai~e-;-s·cm·-·-·-·-h-·
-· ~ ~ - · - · - · - ·- . ~~~--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·Date:
tl/l. )If

r:

-·-·-·-·-·

~~quired

gnature~{ Dean of Library Services (If necessary;;=;z__;c-·
CIRT (II necessary)

==- ·

tJ/A

Date:

J

I/ 23/Q 8'

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:::::::;;~<~-=----------

College Curriculum Committee (If necessary)
Date:
College or School Faculty (If necessary)
College or School Dean/Director of lns·-:tr:u=ct~io::n~~~==~::::~~-~~=-=~~:::t::L~..:~:=;.,,r::::e-~~2t-,.~-,.......,-:_....,
FS Graduate Committee

(If

ap rcable) - - . - - ~ - - l = = ~ A - - - - ~ ' - - - - -

FS Curricula Committee _ _¥-.J',,,A,~~1-..:'-ri-:..+-~"'"'-:-__...Y~--'--J\-.:.---"---"-Assoc. Provost for Academic Affairs _ __..:s.c::....:...:........:....::.......:....-=-...._-.::......_ _ __
Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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.. .. . . .. .
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation

Department p ropos ing change: Computer Science
Program to be changed : BS in Computer Science
Summary of proposed changes
A. Old program wording/description:
Refer to Requirements on Pages 333-334 :
3 . Completion of 40 hours in ....
5 . Nine hours of communications skills: English 101 , English 102 , and one
of . .. English 290 (Introduction to Professional Writing) ...
6 . Delete entire text .
7 . Delete Physics courses as listed .
B. New program wording/description:
3. Completion of 4 4 hours in .....
Add to list of courses :
CS 293 Social and Ethical Issues in Computing
5 . Delete English 290

( Introd u ction to Professional Writing)

6 . Satisfaction of Un iversity Core Curriculum requirements in humanities, social
science , fine arts a n d second language . See the description of the Core
Curriculum o n p. XXX of this catalog .
7 . Add Physics courses to list :
Physics 1 60 , 1 60 L- 16 1, 161L
/

The Committee recommends approval without qualification.

The Committee recommends approval with the following
qualifications:

530
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Form C for Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science
Executive summary:

There are four changes.

I. Change the English writing and speaking requirement to bring it in line with core curriculum
(eliminate Engl 290 as an option-Phil 156 is still not allowed as an option).
2. Change the humanities, social science and fine arts requirements to bring them in line with
core curriculum (net decrease of three hours and a change in emphasis).
3. Require Physics 160L and 161L for students choosing physics as their science sequence
(adjust to changes made by physics: formerly physics gave only one lab, Phy ic I 63L, which
was required for students choosing physics as their science sequence).
4. Add one hour of computer science: CS 293 - Social and Ethical Is ue in Computing (treatment of social and ethical issues is required by our accrediting body [CSAB = Computing ciences Accreditation Board]).

Exact catalog copy:

New material in [brackets], deleted material in [brackets with

strikethrough].

Requirement 3
Completion of [4-J.][44] hours in computer science ...

Add in
C S 293 Social and Ethical Issues in Computing
a new I -credit course (Form B accompanies this Form C).
Reason: Our accrediting body requires treatment of social implication of and ethical i ue in
computing. Currently we treat these issues in our senior design cour e, S 460 but Lhey
do not get sufficient attention (CSAB guidelines say that there should be the equivalent of
one credit hour spent on these topics-we cannot afford to spend 113rd of CS 460 on the e
topics and no other current course is appropriate; it is also better to introduce the e topic
to students before their senior year).

Requirement 5
Nine hours of communications skills: English 101, English 102, and one of Engli h 219
(Technical Writing), English 220 (Expository Writing), [English 290 (lntred-ucti0n 10 Pre
fessi0nal Writing),] or Communications and Journalism 130 (Public Speaking). [Philo ophy 156 (Reasoning and Critical Thinking) does not sati fy thi requirement.]
The remaining text of requirement 5, which discusses exemptions from Eng Ii h 101-102 by various proficiency exams, stays the same.
Reason: English 290 is being eliminated because it is not on the list_ of co_ur e that ati fy thi
core curriculum requirement-almost no students choo ~ th1 option curren~ly: The ~acuity chose to restrict the choices allowed in the core cumculum by not permitting Phtlo ophy 156. Formal logic is well covered in CS 201 and it was felt that a third writing or
speaking experience was more valuable-this is in line with our accrediting bod ' r commendations.

Requirement 6
This current wording of the requirement (which is currently 21 hours, with 3 hour each in
humanities, social science and fine arts, and with 6 hours at the non-introductory level) i to be
eliminated and replaced by the core curriculum requirements in these area (which are 18 hour
overall, with 6 hours in humanities, 6 hours in social science, 3 hours of fine arts, and 3 hour of a
second language).
The entire text for requirement 6 is to be deleted and replaced with:
Satisfaction of the University Core Curriculum requirements in humanitie , ocial cience,
fine arts, and second language. See the description of the Core Curriculum on p. XXX of
this catalog.
Reason: To conform to core curriculum and not put an undue burden on student who tran fer into
the program late or transfer our into other programs.

Requirement 7
Change the reference to physics to read:
Physics 160, [160L]-161, [161L][-l-filb]
Reason: Our accrediting body insists that we require a one-year sequence of cienc , including
the laboratories. Physics has recently changed from a two-semester lecture/ ne lab ratory
sequence ( 160, 161, 163L) to a two-semester lecture/two laboratory equence. Thi
change adjusts our requirements to this change. Note: this brings phy ic in Jin with all
the other science sequences in that they now all become 14 hour .

'
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r;>EGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
/f=ORM C
Date:

JAN n5 1999

12/9/98

OFFICE OF THE WfG~5m~R

Nader Ebrahimi

AHigned by
AHoclate Provost

(Name of individual initiating curricular change form)

for Academic Affairs

Undergraduate Advisor
(T~le. position, telephone number)

(Department/Division/Program/Branch)

Thisformisfor

~

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

JJ
CD

0

CD

<'
CD
a.

Mechanical Engineering
Name of New or Existing Program

'a![

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog

~

(For existing degree only)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Routing (All four copies)
Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (it necessary)
College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
FS Curricula Committee
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

Mark appropriate Program:
Undergraduate Degree Program
Graduate Degree Program

I
I

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

on page(s)

349-351

g1

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- 'al
CD
a.
Mark appropriate category
NEW:

Degree

0

B.Sc.
Type

DELETION:

NAME CHANGE:

fJ

D
D
D
D
0
0
D

D
D
D
D
0
0
0

Undergraduale

degree only

D
D
D
D
0
■

D
D
D
0
0

Major
Minor
Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis

o·

Department

t!t!e

REVISION OF:

'"Tl

0
-,

CJ)
0

:,-

(1)

a.
£.

:r

• See New Units policy Guidelines book
available from the Provost's Office.

CO

~

Give exact
and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. _See ~urrent catalog for format withil) the r~~ective colleg_e ..
(attach add1t1onal sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what 1s bemg changed. Under sect l on
Int roduc t 1 011

~ er
~ ~

add_the following sub-section: Policy on Dor D+ Grades: Students admitted or re- :!
admitted to Mechanical Engineering degree program may not apply a course toward the: Q
BS degree in Mechanical Engineering if the highest gradeearned in the course is a l ~
D+ or less, regardless of where that grade was earned.
:!9..

Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

2
_~.

:

!~prove the quality of education for our students.
with other Engineering Department~ criteria.

Also, this will be consistent

'

library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement. None
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No_X_
If yes, have you resolved these issues with deP,artment/branch involved?__:====-.......... (attach statement)
Effective Date of Proposed Change:
Fa 11
, 19 99
- ,- •
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College or School Dean/Director of I n s t r u c t ~ ~ ~
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FS Graduate Committee (If appli~blet
FS Curricula Committee

Date:
Date:
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Date:
Date:
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation

Department proposing change: Mechanical Engineeri ng
Program to be changed: B.S.

Summary of proposed changes
A. Old program wording/description :

N/A -- adding information

B. New program wording/description:
Add the following:
Policy on Dor D+ grades: Students admitted or readmitt d to th
Engineering degree program may~ apply a course toward th BS
Mechanical Engineering if the highest grade earned i n t h cours
less, regardless of where that grade was earned .

,/

---

The Committee recommends approval wi thou t qua lification.

The Committee recommends approval wi th the fo llowing
qualifications:

Committee chair

~c»eul ('_(b_ lM(]'(J. (!r-:..

ch nical
in
is a D+ or

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
F0RMC

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

Date: _ _
l_l_/6_/_9_8_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CIP CODE

Norman F. Roderick
(Name of Individual Initiating curricular change form)

& Assoc.

Professor

7-2209

Chair

Assigned by
Aaaoclate Provost
for Academic Affalra

(Tille, position, telephone number)

Chemical

& Nuclear

Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate

:0

<t>
n
<t>

<'

<t>

a.

Engineering

(Departmenl/Division/Prograrn/8 ranch)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

Mark appropriate Program:

This form is for ___N_u_c_l_e-"a'-r----'E--=n-'-'g""'1=·n=e-=e-=r-=i:..::n:.cg:,____ _ _ _ __

Undergraduate Degree Program
Graduate Degree Program
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Name of New or Existing Program

O

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog

m
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on page(s) _ _3_1_9______

(For existing degree only)
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Mark appropriate category
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NEW:

Degree

B.S.
Type

0
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degree only
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DELETION:

NAME CHANGE:
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D
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D
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Emphasis
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• See New Units policy Guidelines book
available from the Provost's Office.

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.
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see attached curriculum listing
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0

!9Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).
Change in curriculum to incorporate UNM core curriculum requirements and to reflect
changes in credit hours for 2 courses.
Total credit hours required for graduation
remains the same.
Form A's for the two courses are being circulated with this
package.
library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
CIRT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
Does this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No__K_
11 yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved?_____ (attach statement)
Effective Date of Proposed Change: _ _--"F...,a,Ll..._l..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date:
Date:

---......,--=-_,,,,.___,!;_o_-_Iu_-..!..Y..::5:c..._,_

Date:
Date ·. t'L-

Assoc. Provost for Academic Affairs _.-dZ.::=...:::...._~:....:....~.=:=------Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change
Program to be changed

Chemical & Nuclear Engineering

Date 2/1 /99
------

Nuclear Engineering, B. S.

Individual initiating change

Norman Roderick

------------------

* Limit to one page only
* Unit prepares/submits
with Form CID

Summary of proposed changes:

A. S)ld program wording/descripti9n:
Existing program does not incorporate all the requirements of the newl y
approved UNM core curriculum . It requires 133 credit hours to g raduate
and includes 18 hours of humanities and social sciences.

B: New program wording/description :

New program , as attached, still requires 133 credit hours to graduate,
but it specifically incorporates the UNM core curriculum requirements
in place of the 18 hour~ of humanities and social sciences. It also
reorganizes the timing of some courses so that the students have adequate
preparation .

':@.

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION .

0

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATION S:

Chair

/~EGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORM C
01_October
1998
Date:_ _
_____
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

CIP CODE

4.

Mark R. Ondrias

Dr.

Aaslgned by

(Name of individual initialing curricular change form)

Aasoclata Provost

g~'1ffalra
'\ll
1 t:-V

CB~

t~

Professor of Chemistry
(Tille. position, telephone number)

Cl

I\

Undergraduate Degree Program

t\1'o &. S

<;?J.t- Qt 1:1'11ls form is for
~Q\.,\..~

O

Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

B~.
, \\ \) ,~~~
oG1 * Plan for ~ r process to take at least

Depa~~e~a~~:VD~i:~r~~:r~n~~Y
Mark appropriate Program:

1.
2.
3.

536

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE
Routing (All four copies)
Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
GIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
FS Curricula Committee
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

CD

C)

CD

<"
CD
a.

12 months.

B. S.

Chemistry

J)

/

Name of New or Existing Program 1

B. A-,

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog
on page(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

M-a~k appropriate category
NEW:

Degree

BS

f!

BA

0

Type

REVISION OF:

DELETION:

NAME CHANGE:

0
0
0
0
0
0
■

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
D
D
D
D
D

Undergraduate
degree only

D
D
D

Major
Minor
Concentration
Certificate

D

Emphasis

D
□·

Department

"Tl

..,

0

(/)
C)

::r

CD

a.
C
5·

co

• See New Unils policy Guidelines book
available from the Provost's Office.
G(

m
:::,

ive exact t!t!e and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college

co

attach add1t1onal sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.

al

B.A.

Requirements:

Physics 151, 152, 153L and 154L•or 160, 160L, 16~and 262

B.S.

Requirements:

ehysics 160, 160L, 161, 161L, 262

a.

)

I

0Ill

0

:::t

o·

(D

0

z
~

6i

0

!3.
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).
Chang e in
• Ph ysics Department's course numbering of courses

~~rary Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
8 RT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
0udget~ry and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
th1
11 oes S change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ Noll.XX
yes,
have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved? ____,.,~(attach statement)
E

:?-f- ~~~

ffective Date of Proposed Change:

,

0

~

~~9;nuai,,~-·-·0epa·rtm;n·t-Chciirperso~·-·-·uf\·r~iciis·E·-·~~~----·-·oatEi:-·-ttJ/1oi ·€r{}·-·urea:

Dean of Library Services (If necessary) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
CIRT (If necessary) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--::::=College Curriculum Committee (If necessary)

~

t"f?7

~

College or School Faculty (If n e c e s s a r y ) - - - - ~
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction - ~ ~ . . : c . . . = - ~ ' - <
FS Gra~uate Com~ittee
FS Curricula Committee

(If

~~
~dt:- ~-R'
_\_~a.._____

~p~e) ,

r9=

Assoc. Provost for Academic Affairs _...c:::!~_:_~~L...!..i..:..~-----Faculty Senate________________________

@)

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date:

//-

7 -7J:::::

Date:
Date: _/-'/_7

,

,_/-'-l_-j~L-~-~.f. .__

--.---+!____ __

Date:
Date: __
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Date: --'\
f_._q._ ___
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation

Department proposing change: Chemistry
Program to be changed: B . S. and B.A.

Summary of proposed changes
A. Old program wordi ng/description:

B. A . Requirements: Phys ic s 151 , 152 , 1531 , and 15 41 , or Physics 160 ,
161 , 163L , 262 and 264 1
B. S . Requirement s: Phy s ic s 160 , 161 , 1631 , 262 , 2641
B . New program wording/description :

B. A. Requirement s : Physi c s 151 , 152 , 1531 , and 1 5 41 ; or 160 , 1601 , 161
and 262
B. S . Re q ui rements: Physi c s 160 , 1601 , 161 , 16 11 , 262
(ch a n ge s requ i re d b e c a u se of Ph ys ics ' changes in numbering)

✓The
---

Committee recommends approval without qualificat ion .

___ The Committee recommends approval with the following
qualifications:

Committee chair

\JJv. c.1o.J e-Co-Tua

Date ,

j 'Lt,

(qq

,,.

RECEHVE D

UEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
F0RMC

U

0£»1~9Cf398

Sept. 9 , 1998
Warren S • : :Smi.b h

Date:

COL

(Name of individual initiating curricular change form)

.......,..-..-,.,---

LEGE Ok.AR~v& SC
A11ocl1te Provost
for Academic Affairs

_

P:t·ofo"'sor
) ~,

Languages 2773708
- -

(Tille, position, telephone number)

53
UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean of library Services (if neccessary)
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech) , (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
p?,.....C.Qllege or School Dean/Director of Instruction
l~/Rj Graduate Committee (if applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
· Provost for Academic Affairs
8. Associate
9. Faculty Senate

:n
CD

(')

CD

:c:·

CD

a.

Forej ~n Langu~es and Li h=~ratures
(Depa ~enVDivision/Progra~anch)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

Mark appropriate Program:

This form is for _ _ _. . . :M
. . :.a:.~J.,_·.o..: .r:.: . . _.:i. :._n:....._L
=...:.a:..n._g.t....:..u:..a:. :. g.d...::.e:..s=-----:
Name of New or Existing Program

Undergraduate Degree Program

O

Graduate Degree Program

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog

m
::,

on page(s) ___J_b;;__a_ _ _ __

(For existing degree only)

I

Mark appropriat;category
NEW:

0

Degree

REVISION OF:

DELETION:

NAME CHANGE:

D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Undergraduate
degree only

p(

Type

D
D
D
D
D

Major
Minor
Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis

D
D
D
D
■

□·

Department

a>
--.
(l)

a.
~
Ill
5·

iii
3

.e

"Tl
0

....

(/)
(')

::,CD

a.

£
5·
co

* See New Units policy Guidelines book
available from the Provost's Office.

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.

ff

(l)

0

a>
....

a.

change in listing of requirements for major in languages (see
attached sheet)

0Ill

iii

0

!e.
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

simplification of requirements (see attached sheet)

~ibrary Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
1
8 AT Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
udget~ry
and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
0
If oes this change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuses? Yes__ No_ _
E yes, have you resolved these issues with department/branch involved? _____ (attach statement)
ff ec t'ive Date of Proposed Change: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ __

~·:~quir~-·-·0epart°mmitctuii;-p~rs0°7i'-·-·-·-·-· ~-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·c5ate':-·j<)ri1fli-·- ·- ·Sem~ste

Year

0

911aturea:

-

Dean of Library Services (II necessary) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CIRT (II necessary)_______________________

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

College Curriculum Committee (II necessary)

Date: / /- 2 - z..t::
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•,,.....-~ _ ; . .

College or School Faculty (II necessary) -----h-4----,,....:::;1-7'c.-----College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Graduate Committee

(If

_.,;,~~:::::z~~~~----

a plicabl!3) 4,-_ _.,......:::....-f=\,---f-t::----"'-::-----:---

FS Curricula Committee_~pt...~~1JU~~~.......:--1~'°P'Y.::.=:..tiu.c~~~-Assoc. Provost for Academic Affairs _.._&e:::...:::...:....__.:::...::;......;___;LC-.......,~----Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,.,_,---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

@

Date: ~ 'l'---,,L..l,_rz,...../,__..-1--Ji..f_ _
/J '
Date: - - - ~ - - -Date:
Date: --'\:....i.(..:::~:..::0--,/g_.__,_1_ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~d~~-2,_lq-1,.--;9~-

~

e:!.
I

0

m
::,

iii

Q.

::i:

CD

z
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation

Department proposing change: Foreign Languages and Literatures
Program to be changed: Major in Languages (B.A.)
Summary of proposed changes
A. Old program wording/description:
Item #3 on Page 167:
3. 12 hours of course work above 300 in each of two of the following languages :
(24 hours)
French (301 , 302, 305, 407)
German (301, 302, 405 , 446)
Italian (307/308, 475)
Portuguese (276, 457 , 458, 451)
Russian (301, 302, 401 , 402, or 407)
Spanish (301, 302 , 352, 350, or any other upp er division course in linguistics
or literature)
B. New program wording/description:
3. 12 hours of course work above 300 i n each of two of the following languages :
(24 hours)
French
German
Italian
Portuguese
Russian
Spanish
/

The Committee recommends approval without qualification.

The Committee recommends approval with the following
qualifications:

EGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
F0RMC
Date:..;..._ _ _ _
J_u_l~y_l_, _ 1_
9_
98
_ _ _ __

CIP CODE

4.

Karen A. F oss
(Name of Individual Initiatingcurricular change form)

A11lgned by

J ·'~---=:__:_: _--~ec':~2~~ie~r
Y
C.\\(C\_..,
--~---Chair, o f C &
7-1902
(Trtle, pos~lon, telephonen ber)

C &J

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

::D

CD

0

CD

<'

CD

a.

JUL 'l, 9 \<3S~

A &S
(Department/Division/Progrem/Branch)

t:

* Plan f~<f&"'3~{a1~ess to take at least 12 months.

Mark appropriate Program:

CQ\..\..t.G.\\~~

Undergraduate Degree Program
Graduate Degree Program

1.
2.
3.

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE
Routing (All four copies)
Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
FS Curricula Committee
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

@

O

is for Journalism & Mass Communication

Name of New or ExistingProgram

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog

m
::,

ro

on page(s) _ _1"""3"""9_ _ _ __ _

(For existing degree only)

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·Mark appropriate category

NEW:

0

Undergraduate
Degree BA
Jurnalism &ryWass Communicaf~ie only
Major
Minor
Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis
Department

0
0
0
0

o·

REVISION OF:

DELETION:

NAME CHANGE:

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
D
D

~

0
0
0
0

■

-,

CD

a.

'Tl

0
-,

en
0
::T

(1)

a.
C

5

<O

• See New Units policy Guidelines book
available from the Provost's Office.

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college
(attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.
See attached

0

m
::,

::i:
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0

ro
CD

a.

0

~

ff
CD

z
~

iii
0

s
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).

See attached

Assoc. Provost for Academic Affairs ---~::=....:::..-~~~~:J.----Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Date:--------··•·

Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
--C[
Date
_rn. . . . .1....m+-,.-~-_J_c:._J_~l_VJ_l'\_l....,l~_l_,,l_l_J1_,_--

Department proposing change__'I'~
-.:.-,-=-<,;
.....
•

'-"1 ·

i_v.__
.- _

Individual initiating change__..........
/ (...;;9.,_1'--·~e . .:. . 1.....1----'tr,'--"'v.....
£·_s....,,_...,(...../__'-'C_t__

,

-

'i_ 0f

r./

• Limi to one page only
Uni prepares/subm1s
with Form C/ 0

Summary of proposed changes :

A. Old program wording/description :

To earn a degree in Journalism and Mass Communica ion, sud
compl ete 36 hours of course work, 24 hours of required
in electives. All Journalism and Mass Communica ion m
the following core requirements: 151, 251, 259, 468,
n
additi onal courses are required in one of five speci liz
follo ws:
advertising (300, 304, 402); broadcas jou n li m
385) ; broadcast/cable management (362, 364, 428); prin jou n
375, 475); public relations (305, 334, 469). S uden s who
Journali sm and Mass Communication may take more h n 36 hou
departmental courses only with permission of h chi pe son.
Journali sm and Mass Communication majors mus
ak 90 o mo
hours in courses outside the department, with no e we
h n
hours in the basic liberal arts and sciences.

mu
nd

B: New program wording/description :
0 earn a degree in Journalism and Mass Communica ion, s u ens mus
~omplete 36 hours of course work, 24 hours in requi ed cou se
n elective s.
All Journalism and Mass Communica ion major mu
he follo wing core requirements:
151, 251, either 259 or 268, 4 8,
95 . Three additional courses are required in one of ours eciali
equences as follows:
advertising (300, 304, and ei her 334,
02, o
9);
roactca st journalism (340, 341, and either 475 or 476 or 362);
Journali sm (312, 375, 475); public relations (305, 405, and ei he
02 , or 469).
Students who major in Journalism and Mass Communic ion m
ak~ more than 36 hours in departmental courses only wi h permission o
he
hair . Also, Journalism and Mass Communication majors mus
ake 90 o mo
emeste r hours in courses outside the department, with no e e
han 65
mester hours in the basic liberal arts and sciences.

THE COMMITTEE REGO MENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATIO ·
THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWI G QUALIFICATIO S:

Approva l:

~
Dae

l 'r J t\J!

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
F0RMC
Date:

NOV 111998

9 I 18 / 9 8

CIP CO.DE

OfFICt: Of THE Hl:G!STR

William Bullers
(Name of individual inttiating curricular change form)

Chair

277-4901

A11lgnlld by
Aaaoclate Provoat
for Academic Affalra

(TIiie, position, telephone number)

MIDS,

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
R2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associate Provost tor Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate

:0
Cl)

(')

Cl)

<'

CD

a.

Anderson School of Mgt.

(DepartmenVDivision/Program/Branch)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
Mark appropriate Program:

Undergraduate Degree Program
Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

This form is tor Ma r k e t in g Man a g em en t

fl

Name of New or Existing Program

O

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog
on page(s) _ _ _
8_4_ _ _ __

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·Mark appropriate category
NEW:

0

Degree
Type

Major
Minor
Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis
Department

Undergraduate
degree only

D
D
D
D
D
□·

REVISION OF:

D
0
D

g
D
D
■

DELETION:

D
0
D
0
D
D
D

NAME CHANGE:

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

'Tl

0
...,
en
(')

::::r

Cl)

a.

£
5'

• See New Units policy Guidelines book
available from the Provost's Office.

(0

0

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college
{attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.

=i:
g, o·

j

Mark eting Management - 15 h6~rs
MGT 480 & 481 plus three additional
~
marketing electives from 483, 484, 485, 486, 487, 488, 489 and 433.
~
~ th er Anderson Schools courses or courses outside Anderson Schools may
o
, e substituted with faculty advisor prior written consent.
Students m~!e.
Reason{s)torRequest(attachadditionalsheetsifnecessary). also take any three of the followin!l
Cross-functional

teaching

37x and 488 obviates need in
for

l8 hours.

1-cr courses as one of the required:
I
electives (Mgt 370,371,372,373,374 2
375,376).
'

(1)

0

z
~
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change__M_I_D_S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Oate
Program to be changed Marketing Management
Individual initiating change

William Bullers

-------------------

2 / 1 / 99

* Limit to one page on ly
* Unit prepares/subm its

with Form C/0

Summary of proposed changes:

A. Old program wording/description:
Marketing Management- 18 hours

Mgt 480 and 481 plus four additional Marketing electives from 483, 484, 486, 487, 488,
489, 333 and 433. Other Anderson Schools courses or courses outside Anderson
Schools may be substituted with faculty advisor prior written consent.

B: New program wording/description:

Marketing Management - 15 hours
Mgt 480 and 481 plus three additional Marketing electives from 483, 484, 486,
487, 488, 489 and 433. Other Anderson Schools courses or courses outside Anderson
Schools may be substituted with faculty advisor prior written consent. Students
may also take any three of the following 1-cr. courses as one of the required
electives (Mgt 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376).

&'THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION .

0

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS :

Facuity Senate Curricula Committee

Date

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE
FORMC

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE

9 / 18 / 98

Date:

CIPCODE

William Bullers
(Name of individual initiating curricular change form)

Chair

277-4901

Aaalgned by
A11oclat1 Provost
for Academic Affairs

(Tille, position, telephone number)

MIDS,

Anderson

School

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Routing {All four copies)
Dean of Library Services {if neccessary)
CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
FS Curricula Committee
Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
Faculty Senate

::D

Cl)
(")

Cl)

~0.

of Mgt.

(DepartmenVDivision/Program/Branch)

* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
Mark appropriate Program:
Undergraduate Degree Program

@

Graduate Degree Program
(For existing degree only)

O

This form is for

P r o d u c t ion

& 0 p er a t ion s

Man a g em~

t

Name of New or Existing Program

This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate catalog
on page(s) _ ___;:8:....:5~----

M~;k appropriate category
NEW:

0

Degree
Type

Major

Undergraduate
degree only

0
0
0
0
0

Minor
Concentration
Certificate
Emphasis

o·

Department

REVISION OF:

DELETION:

D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

@

D
D
■

NAME CHANGE:

D
D
D
0
0
0
0

,,
...

0

(/)
(")

;::r

Cl)

a.
C

s·

*See New Units policy Guidelines book

co

available from the Provost's Office.

m
::,

(Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog. See current catalog for format within the respective college
attach additional sheets if necessary). Identify in bracket form what is being changed.
Production and Operations Management - 15 hours
Mgt. 434 plus
~ courses from 432, 433, 462, 486, 488, ME356, and CS452 or other
courses approved by faculty advisor. Students may also take any three
of the followin
1-cr courses as one of the re ulred electives
Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary). ( mg t • 3 7 0, 3 7 1, 3 7 2 ,
,
4 , 375 ,
Mgt . 434 (manufacturing systems mgt.) should be required
st udents .
Hard to justify concentration without i t .

g~ary

of

ro
ro 0z
~ ~
a.

w

~

~ 7 6)

all POM

Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed i_mpact statement. (If necessary) N / A

8 / Impact Statement. Name of individual consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)N / A
0u get~ry and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement. 0 e

11 oes th1 s change affect in a significant way, any other departmental programs/branch campuse~ ~es__ No_L
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
Department proposing change Marketing, Information & Decision Sciences Date
Program to be changed Production & Operations Management
Individual initiating change__w_1._·l_l_i_a_m_B_u_l_l_e_r_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2/1 /99

* Limit to one page only
* Unit prepares/subm its
with Form CID

Summary of proposed changes:

A. Old program wording/description :

Production and Operations Management - 15 hours
Five courses from Mgt 333, 432, 434, 462, 486, 488, ME 356, CS 452 or other
courses approved by faculty advisor. Mgt 434 is highly recommended.

8: New program wording/description:

Production and Operations Management - 15 hours
Mgt 434 plus four courses from Mgt 432, 462, 486, 488, ME 356, CS 452 or other
courses approved by faculty advisor. Students may also take any three of the
following 1-cr. courses as one of the required electives (Mgt 370, 371, 372,
373, 374, 375, 376).

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION .

D THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

Approval
Facuity Senate Curricula Committee Chair
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FOAM C
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Assistan t D e an

7-8442
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2.
3.
4.
5.
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8.
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Routing (All four copies)
Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
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College or School Faculty
College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
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Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
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Faculty Senate Curricula CoIIDDittee
Report and Recommendations
Department proposing change

Anderson Schools of Management

Program to be changed Bachelor~ of Business Administration pre-admission
requirements
Individual initiating change

Leslie S. Oakes, Associate Dean

SUIIDDary of proposed changes:
A. Old Program wording/description:
The old pre-admission requirements were 9 hours humanities, 9 hours social science and 4 hours
physical science (with a grade of C- or better) and English 102, Math 121 and 180, Econ 105,
Econ 106, two behavioral sciences, MGT 202, MGT 290 and Computer Science 1501 (with a combi ned
GPA of 2 . 4 or better) .

B. New Program wording/description:
The new pre-admission requirements require
(A) Writing and Speaking :
English 101, English 102 and 3 additional credits from UNM c ore
curriculum course list.
(BJ

Mathematics:

Math 121

(or Math 150)

and Math 180 (or Math 162).

C Ph eical and Natural Sciences:
Seven 7 credit hours includin one course includ i n
laboratory (designated L), chosen to satisfy the UNM core curriculum requirements .

a

(D) Social Science and Behavioral Science: Economic 105, Economics 106 ,
3 credit hours from
either General Psychology
(Psychology 105) or Introduction to Sociology (Sociology 101 )
and six
(6) additional credit hours selected from Anthropology, Economics, History ,
Political Science, Geography, Psychology or ~ociology. Similar courses from other
departments at UNM may be acceptable upon petitioning ASM.
E

Humanities:
three 3 credit hours chosen from UNM core curriculum course list.
Note that
the UNM core curriculum requires 6 credit hours of Humanities. ASM requires students to
complete the additional three credit hours as part of their upper division requirements .

lfl

Fine Arte:
~guiremente.

three

G
Second Lan
requirements.

a es:

(HJ

(I)

(3)

credit hours chosen to fulfill the UNM core curriculum course

three

3

Management 202 (Principles of

credit hours chosen to fulfill the UNM core curriculum course

Financial Accounting)

Management 290 (Introduction to Business Statistics)

~)Computer Science lS0L or the equivalent

~ H E COMMITTEE RECOM~-ENDS APPROVAL WITHOUT QUALIFICATION.

0

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS APPROVAL WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS :

DEGREE/PROGRAM CHANGE

UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICATE
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Senior Program Manager

.b ■ lgnlld by
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fo, Academic .lffaf,.

(Tille, postion, l1lept,one numb11)

EMS Academy,

3. Collage Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean/Olreclor of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee (If applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate

SOM

(O.partm11nl/OivislorJProgram/8ranch)

• Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.
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Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).
Revision of current program, justification attached.

library Impact Statement. Name of librarian consulted and attached signed impact statement. (If necessary)
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Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications (attach statements). Long-range planning statement.
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation
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* Limit to one page only
* Unit prepares/submits
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Summary of proposed changes:
A. Old program wording/description :

The BS EMS degree program is a 128 credit hour undergraduate degree program in
Emergency Medicine at the School of Medicine. The curriculum conformed to Faculty
Senate and New Mexico legislated standards in 1997 and 1998. The mix of course
offerings was developed based upon anticipated need and student desirability. The
program has been very successful in attracting new students to UNM and also many
transfer students from other departments.

B: New program wording/description:

Changes to the BS EMS degree program are being made on the basis of 1) changes in the
lower division curriculum as approved by the UNM Faculty Senate, 2) a frequently
expressed desire for more 200 level EMS course offerings from our lower division
students, and 3) refinements in our 400 level course offerings, which now provide for an
advanced clinical course option. One other change includes 200, 300 and 400 level
transitional courses for those students who are transferring from other degree programs.
'
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Baccalaureate program will be replaced by a Master's in Occupational
Therapy .
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Faculty Senate Curricula Committee
Report and Recommendation

Department proposing change
Program to be changed

O t.t.
~nn.\
B . S , \Y' 0 · \ ,
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\he< C-. 'i' 'i ?r o j <c1..w-

Summary of proposed changes
A. Old program wording/description:

B.S. in Occupational Therapy is being deleted entirely and replaced with
a new Master's degree (Form D accompanies this Form C).

B. New program wording/description:

N/A

_L_ The Committee recommends approval without qualification .
___ The Committee recommends approval with the following
qualifications:

i

G,.. ~OU ATE DEGREE OH~-''J
0ate:_-L2+/_5...,,,_I.;<g..._g..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Terry K

Crowe

ssociate Professor and Director
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27 2- 68 53

Occupational Therapy
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I

ote: Proposals for new graduate degrees need to follow a CHE approved forma Pie s
ask for an outline. Revisions of graduate degrees also may need sta e approval, d p
proposed. Please consult the Office of the Provost for advice pnor to initiating is orm.
Give exact title in the space provided and requirements for the new graduate d
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University of New Mexico Catalog.

Title :

2.

Masters in Occupational Therapy
Catalog proof is attached.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER LIBRARY
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July 15, 1998

TO:

Henry Shapiro, PhD, Chair, Faculy Senate Curriculum Committee

FROM:

Jon Eld;edge, MLS, PhD

RE:

Form D New Graduate Degree: Masters in Occupational Therapy

gf~

Collections at the UNM Health Sciences Center Library have been developed in recent
years to prepare for the initiation of a masters degree program in Occupational Therapy.
Occupational Therapy Program Director Terry Crowe, PhD has successfully generated
financial support for developing book and journal collections since her arrival at
in
1992. Through her efforts the HSC Library has received supplementary funding from the
UNM School of Medicine, the UNM Department of Orthopaedics, and the ew Mexico
Department of Special Education.
Most importantly, the Vice President of the Health Sciences Center has reallocated scarce
resources to support the development of collections to support priority areas such as the
Occupational Therapy Program in recent years. Although book and journal subscription
prices are predicted to increase in the coming years, we have confidence that the Vice
President for the Health Sciences Center will continue to assign priority status to
developing HSC Library collections. We can support the proposed Masters degree in
Occupational Therapy with this assumption about continued support in place.
Please do not hesitate to contact me atjeldredg@biblio.unm.edu or at 272-0654 ifl can
provide any additional information. As always, I will be happy to speak to any specific
issues about our collections at any future meeting of the Curriculum Committee. Thank
you.

•
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OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Terry K. Crowe, Ph.D., OTR/L, Director
University of New Mexico School of Medicine
Department of Orthopaedics
Occupational Therapy Program
Health Sciences and Services Building, Rm. 215
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87131-5641
(505) 272-1753, FAX 272-8079

Associate Professors
Terry K. Crowe, Ph.D., OTR/L, University of Washington
Linda K. McClain, Ph.D., OTR/L, University of Kansas
Assistant Professors
Patricia Burtner, Ph.D., OTR/L, University of Oregon
Janet L. Poole, Ph .D., OTR/L, University of Pittsburgh
Lecturer II
Betsy Vanleit, M.P.A., OTR/L, University of San Francisco

Introduction
~ccupational therapy is a profession which therapeutically uses meaningful activities to increase
independent functioning, enhance development and prevent disability. An occupational therapist is
involved in helping people learn or relearn the skills necessary to carry out the daily occupations of selfcare,_ work/productivity, and play/leisure. Occupational therapists work in a variety of settings including
hosp1_tals, rehabilitation centers, nursing homes, public and private schools, mental health facilities, private
practice and home health agencies. Occupational therapists work with people of all ages who have
physical disabilities, emotional or behavioral problems, developmental delays or other disabilities.
The primary mission of the UNM Occupational Therapy Program is to produce well-educated , competent,
culturally sensitive and compassionate occupational therapists capable of meeting the occupational
therapy health care needs of citizens in the state of New Mexico. The graduate degree program will
provide broad-based, entry-level practice competencies with particular emphasis on rural, multicultural,
community-based and interdisciplinary service delivery. Graduates will be prepared to think critically and
creatively in a variety of health-related settings, to adapt to changing societal and individual needs, and to
assume responsibility for their own professional growth. The graduate program (entry level professional
Master's in Occupational Therapy) will consist of 4 semesters and 1 summer session of professional
academic preparation and 6 months of full-time clinical training. Upon successful completion of all
requirements, the student is awarded a Master of Occupational Therapy (MOT) degree and is eligible to
take the national Certification Examination for registration as an Occupational Therapist Registered (OTA)
administered by the National Board for Certification in Occupational Therapy (NBCOT). In addition, many
states including New Mexico require licensure in order to practice. State licenses usually are based on the
results of the NBCOT Certification Examination.

Admission Requirements
Admission into the Occupational Therapy Program is competitive. Twenty-four students are admitted
each year. A good academic record is essential, but it does not_ guarantee accepta_nce. APPLICATION
DEADLINE IS JANUARY 15 OF EACH YEAR. Students are admitted once a year, with classes beginning
summer session. Students must have earned science grade-point average (GPA) of at least 3.00 on a 4
point scale, have a baccalaureate degree, and have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 from their bachelor degree
program at the time of application. A minimum grade of 2.00 is required in all program prerequisites and
courses cannot be taken more than two times.
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' Six basic area~ are considered in the selection process:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

earned baccalaureate degree
the student's academic record (Science GPA)
three letters of reference
life experiences including volunteer/work experience and community involvement
writing ability
personal interview

Only the top candidates will be invited- to the Occupational Therapy Program fo r an interview and an
extemporaneous sample of their writing ability. The selection process does not discriminate against any
student on the basis of gender, marital or parental status, race, color, religion, age, sexual preference,
national origin or disability. Predominantly residents of New Mexico and WICHE states (Alaska, A rizona,
Hawaii , Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah and Wyoming) are eligible. If you wish to apply,
applications are available from the Occupational Therapy Program Office (Health Sciences and Services
Building - Room 215) during fall semester.
Pre-Professional Curriculum
Applicants to the Occupational Therapy Program must have an earned baccalau reate degree and mus
complete the equivalent of 41 semester hours of courses in sciences and liberal arts. Prerequisites
provide a general foundation in biological and physical sciences , humanities, communication skills ,
behavioral sciences, and electives.
Credits

Sciences

4
4 w I lab
4 w I lab
8 w / lab

Gen Biology: Biol 123L
Gen Chem: Chem 111 L
Gen Physics: Phys 151 and 153L
*Human Anatomy & Physiology:
Biol 238 and 248L Biol 237 and 247L
*Statistics: Math 145
Psychology: Psych 220; 332

3
6

* Indicates courses that must have been taken in the past 5 years.
Liberal Arts
English Writing: Engl 219, or 220
Public Speaking: C&J 130
Professional Ethics: Phil 245 or 358
Multicultural:
A course which addresses modern day knowledge and appreciation of
multicultural factors. Courses can be selected from the Ethnic Studies
Programs, Departments of American Stud!es, Psychology,
Anthropology, Sociology, or other appropriate departments.

3
3
3
3

Total

41

Professional Curriculum
The Occupational Therapy Program offers the Maste:s ~egree under Plan I (Thesis). T he studen_t m~st
submit a written thesis to their committee for exam1natIon and comp lete an oral masters exam1nat1on
emphasizing the thesis. The professional curriculum consists of 81 _semester hours of courses take n over
4 semesters and 1 summer session. In addition, students are require~ to successfu ll~ complete 6 months
of fieldwork experiences. The Occupational Therapy course work involves a fu ll-ti me load taken in a
designated sequence.
First year Summer Session (10 weeks)

3

0cc Th ~ntro Occupational Therapy
0cc T h ~ Human Anatomy

;>~\ L
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Fall Semester
0cc Th
0cc Th
0cc Th
0cc Th
0cc Th

530 Introduction to Research
541 Survey Med Sci I (Pathology)
545 Occupation Across the Life Span
570L Kinesiology/Functional Anatomy
575 Applied Kinesiology

3
2
5
3

-2
15

Spring Semester
0cc Th
0cc Th
0cc Th
0cc Th
0cc Th

522
540
542
555
565

Neuroanatomy
Assessment Process in Occupational Therapy
Survey Med Sci II (Orthopedics)
Principles of Occupation as Therapy
Physiology

3
3
2
3
~

14

Fall Semester
0cc Th
0cc Th
0cc Th
0cc Th

600
605
61 0
641

Dynamics of Interactions
Applied Occupations I
Applied Occupations II
Survey Med Sci Ill (Neurology)

2
5
6

-2
15

Spring Semester
0cc Th
0cc Th
cc
0cc Th
0cc Th

620
6
56 0
599

Applied Occupations Ill
Community Health
Special Topics in Occupational Therapy
Organization and Administration
Masters Thesis

5
3
3
2

_ 6_
19

Summer Session
0cc Th 675 Fieldwork 11

3

Semester V
0cc Th 675 Fieldwork 11

_Q

81

Additional Information
'.ieldwork is an important part of occupational therapy education . Short term fieldwork (FW I) is arranged
in coordination with specific courses 0cc Th 510, 545, 605, 610, 620, 640. Full-time fieldwork (FW II )
follows successful completion of academic course work and involves full-time placement in clinical settings
(0cc Th 675) for a total of 6 months. All required FW II must be completed within 24 months of completion
of the academic courses. Students are responsible for tuition, transportation to and from the fie ldwork
centers and living expenses while on fieldwork. Some fieldwork opportunities will be available in New
Mexico.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY (0cc Th)
51 Ol. [31 OL.] Introduction to Occupational Therapy. (3)
Basic concepts of the occupational therapy profession. Topics: role of occupation; ethics and
professionalism, practice specialties; OT roles and responsibilities; models of practice; and medical
terminology. Clinical observations and problem-based learning emphasized. {Summer}

,
. 521 L. [321 L.] Human Anatomy. (6)
(Als~ offered _as P~y Th 521 L.) Intensive study of the gross anatomy of the musculoskeletal, circulatory,
respiratory, d1gest1ve, reproductive and nervous systems. Correlation of principles relevant to clinical
practice. Integration of anatomical information provided in dissection and palpation laboratory. {Summer}
522L. [322.) Neuroanatomy. (3)
(Also offered as Phy Th 522L.) Anatomy of the brain and spinal cord with emphasis on integration of
sensory and motor systems. Synthesis of neuroanatomical, neurochemical and neurophysiological basic
science principles relevant to clinical practice in adult and pediatric neurorehabilitation. {Spring}
530. [330.] Introduction to Research.- (3) [2]
(Also offered as Phy Th 530.) Critical analysis of design issues across quantitative and qualitative
research paradigms applied to the Occupational and Physical Therapy literature. {Fall}
540L. [340.] Assessment Process in Occupational Therapy. (3)
Occupational Therapy assessment principles, models and methods (standardized and non-standardized).
Administration, scoring, interpretation, and documentation of contemporary assessment tools;
psychometric qualities of assessment; and test development. Laboratory experience. {Spring}
541. [341.] Survey of Medical Science I. (2)
(Also offered as Phy Th 541 .) Pathophysiology and clinical presentation of common disease processes
most likely to have manifestations requiring physical and occupational therapy intervention. Included are
trauma, shock, HIV, infectious diseases, neoplastic, cardiac, pulmonary, musculoskeletal, vascular, renal,
infectious, immunological, hematological, and metabolic disorders. {Fall}
542. [342.] Survey of Medical Science II: Orthopaedic Pathology. (2)
(Also offered as Phy Th 542.) Survey of orthopaedic conditions, pathophysiology, surgical indications and
procedures, and implications for rehabilitation. Format is guest lecture by orthopaedic surgeons .
Students are expected to integrate current literature into clinical information presented by guest speakers.
{Spring}
545L. [345.] Occupation Across the Life Span. (5)
Review of development of occupational tasks and roles at specific ages and stages. Role of human
development in relation to functional adaptation from infancy to old age with an emphasis on current
research. Laboratory experience. {Fall}
I

555L. [355.] Principles of Occupation as Therapy. (3)
Course examines the use of occupation as a therapeutic tool to increase function in self-care, work and
play/leisure. Emphasis on analyzing, selecting, grading and adapting occupations for evaluation and
intervention; clinfcal reasoning; and application of principles of the teaching-learning process. {Spring}
565L. [365.] Physiology for Occupational Therapy. (3)
.
. .
_
~ignificance of basic physiology in the occupational therapy_ profession. To~1cs include a cont_
inuum of
integrative physiology in the areas of neurophysiology, cardiovascular, respiratory_ and endocrine
physiology. Lab sessions focus on clinical application and current research. {Spring}
570L. [370L.] Kinesiology and Functional Anatomy. (~)
. .
.
.
(~Isa offered as Phy Th 570L.) The introductory section will co_ver pnnc1ples ~f b1om~charncs, arthrology,
tissue mechanics, and principles of measurement. Students will then be req~1red to integrate these
principles with functional anatomy to study detailed human movement by region of the body, as well as,
posture and normal gait. {Fall}
575L. [375.] Applied Kinesiology for Occupational _Therapy. (2) _
. .
.
.
_
Kinesiological and biomechanical concepts will be applied to o~cupat1?~s. Topics _includ_
e kin~s 1olog1cal
analyses of occupation, goniometrics, and manual muscl~ testing. Clinical reasoning skills will be
developed through lab activities and problem-based learning. {Fall}

599. [499.] Master's Thesis. (6)
.
Develop and implement a research project relevant to occupational therapy. Offered on a
CR/NC basis only.

I

I

I

600L. [400.] Dynamics of Interactions. (2)
Topics include: awareness of self; therapeutic interactions; and principles and concepts of group
interactions. Knowledge is gained through experiential exercises, oral presentations, reflective writing ,
and video analysis. Offered on a CR/NC basis only. {Fall}
605L. [405.] Applied Occupations I. (5)
Psychosocial issues related to illness and disability; frames of reference; effects of psychiatric disorders
on human performance; therapeutic use of self and group dynamics. Applied clinical skills including
occupational analysis , documentation, assessment and intervention planning/implementation. Problembased learning and clinical experiences included. {Fall}

610L. [41 O.] Applied Occupations II. (6)
Appl ication of theoretical foundations and research underlying assessment and treatment for adults with
physical dysfunction; Occupational Therapy process from referral to discharge; and application of specific
intervention to a variety of clients. Problem-based learning and clinical experiences included. {Fall}
620L. [420.] Applied Occupations Ill. (5)
(Also offered as Phy Th 661.) Application of the therapy process (evaluation and intervention strategies)
for infants, children and adolescents with neurological, psychosocial and orthopaedic conditions which
interfere with the typical developmental process. Problem-Based Learning (tutorials) and Fieldwork I are
included. {Spring}
640L. [440.] Community Health. (3) [2]
Economic, social and cultural determinants of health from an epidemiological perspective; community
health resources; functions of community organizations; and health promotion. Weekly seminars and
Fieldwork I placements in community settings, and development and implementation of a community
project. {Spring}
641. [441.] Survey of Medical Sciences Ill and Seminar. (2-3)
(Also offered as Phy Th 641.) This course provides a survey of the medical science of neurology through
weekly lectures. In addition, during the seminar sessions for the physical therapy students, the students
present case studies of patients with specific neurological problems and discuss goals and possible
treatment techniques. {Fall}
650L. Special Topics in Occupational Therapy (3)
Various current topics in occupational therapy, including assistive technology are offered. {Spring}
Offered on a CR/NC basis only.
675. [475.] Fieldwork II. (3-12) t,. Repeatable to a maximum of 12 credit hours I
Experiences with clients, occupational therapists and professionals in the community. Students must
participate in two 12-week, full time clinical internships. Fieldwork is carried out in various settings
throughout the state of New Mexico and surrounding states under contractual agreements.
{Summer, Fall, Spring} Offered on a CR/NC basis only.
680. [480.] Organization and Administration. (2)
(Also offered as Phy Th 680.) This course will enable occupational and p~ysical therapy s~udents to
practice in an increasingly complex health care delivery system. Emphasis on understanding of
organizational systems including program planning, management and reimburseme_nt, as well as
legislation and ethics related to service delivery. {Spring} Offered on a CR/NC basis only.
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University of New Mexico, Occupational Therapy Program
Graduate Program Proposal
9.

REQUIREMENTS FOR APPROVED GRADUATE PROGRAl\'tS:

9. 1

The requirements and questions listed below will be used in reviewing
proposals to establish new graduate programs. The Commission
reserves the right to weigh these factors differentially and to consider
additional factors in reaching decisions that best meet the interests of
the State of New Mexico. These requirements are constructed to reflect
state-level interests in postsecondary education; reviews of new
graduate programs within the proposing institution are expected to
reflect a somewhat different balance of concerns, for example devoting
[10/1/97]
greater consideration to details of program quality.

9 .1.1 Purpose of the Program and Mission of the Proposing Institution. The
proposed program must have a clear purpose that is consistent
with the mission of the proposing institution.
[2/26/85,5/4/90,10/l/97]

A.

What is the primary purpose of the proposed program? What are the
secondary purposes, if any?

The primary purpose of the professional Occupational Therapy Master's degree program is to
produce well-educated, competent, culturally sensitive and compassionate occupational
therapists capable of meeting the health care needs of the citizens of New Mexico. The
secondary purposes are to provide therapists with broad-based entry-level practice
competencies; to produce therapists with an ability to think critically, function independently,
~d who have high ethical standards; to emphasize rural, multicultural, community-based,
mterdisciplinary service; and to install a lifelong commitme~t to learning in program graduates.

B.

Is the proposed program consistent with the roles and scope of UNM
as set forth in its mission statement and interpreted by its governing board?

The proposed program is consistent with the role and scope of the University of ew Mexico
(UNM). The mission of UNM "is to educate students by developing their intellectual and
creative skills and capabilities so students may be well - equipped to participate in the world as
productive and enlightened individuals. The university plays a special role by serving the
educational needs of the citizens of the state and offers selected programs at the associate,
baccalaureate, master's and doctoral levels in a wide spectrum of academic, professional, and
occupational fields". The proposed graduate program, specializing in occupational therapy is
consistent with the role and scope of UNM.

C.

What is the institution's priority for the proposed program, as indicated in its
most recent plans, funding requests, or other institutional documents?

The University of New Mexico (UNM), as well as the Stat~ Legislature, have always _been
supp?rtive of our program which enrolled its first stude~ts rn 1993. In 1996, we_ received
additional funding to hire a 5th faculty member to coo~dmate the ~eldwork ~xpe~ences for our
students. There continues to be a shortage of occupational therapists, especially rn rural,
underserved areas in the state of New Mexico. We accept predominantly residents of ew
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Mexico and the majority of our graduates stay in the state to practic . A few V/ICHE students
have been enrolled in the Occupational Therapy Program over the past 5 years.

9.1.2
Justi 1cation for the Program. The proposed program must meet ne
or more specified needs within the state or region; must not duplicate existino
•,
•
b
programs unnece sar11 or mappropri te y; and. to the extent feasible and
appropriate, should b ne.fit f om cooperative rrangements with other
inst' tu tions.
[2/26/85,5/4/90, 10/1/97]

9.1.3.1 Need. The proposed program must meet one or more specified needs
within the sta e or region. Clear and convincing evidence must be
provided of the reality and extent of st ch need.[2/26/85, 5/4/90,
10/1/97]
A.

Why is the program needed? Will graduates of the program help meet some
specified state or regional need for skitLed personnel? Have specific potent:al
employers requesred, or expressed interes in, the program? What, if a, y,
internal institutional needs will also be met by the program?

B.

Evidence of need mitht include results of employers SL rveys, current labor
market analyses and projections, or need projections prepared by a relevant
professional organization. Summaries of student interest also are appropriate
but will not by themselves be considered sufficient evidence of need.

C.

Although academic and research interests of instinttional faculty may be met
through implementation of the proposed program, such interests by themselves
are unlikely to persuade the Commission of need for the program. [10/1/97}

The Program in Occupational Therapy proposes a change from th cun-ent entry level
undergraduate program to an entry level post-baccalaureate Master of Occupational Therapy
(1,1OT) degree program. Anent / level program is defined as one that grants the first degree
necessary to become an occupational therapist. The Accredit.ation Council for Occu ational
Therapy Education (ACOTE) accredits both entry level baccalaureate and entry-level
postbacca.laureate master degree programs for the profession of occupational Lherapy. 'The
Commission on Education has recently concluded that the profes ion f occupationa1 therapy
would serve the public better if futur OTs were educated at the postbac ·ala reate-degr e level.
(OT Week, March 12, 1998) In addition, ACOTE issued the following official statement:
ACOTE's considered position is that the forthcoming educational standards (1999) ar most
likely to be achieved in postbaccalaureate degree programs" (OT Week, April, 23, 199 ) The
factors that have contributed to our decis·on to move to a professional master's degree are
workforce needs, changes in the profession, student demand, and service to the community.
See Appendix A for lett rs of support.
First, the need for occupational the!"apists is increasing; ex.isling and anticipated sh rt.ages are
well documented. The US Bureau oi Labor Statistics (BLSJ projected t at occupational
therapy is one of the twenty fastest growing professions between 1992 and 2005. Accordin-=to the Occupational Outlook Quarterly, (BLS, Fall, 1995, p. 32), a 72% growth rate for
occupational therapists is proiected over the next ten years. OT Week, a weekly publication of
the American Occupational Tnerapy Association (AOTA), lists over 100 job openings w,..,ekly.
In ew Mexico, there continues to be a shortage of ot:cupational therapists, especially in rural,
underserved areas.
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Second, the changes in the profession of occupational therapy that have led to the need to
~hange_ to the maste_r' s degree are 1) changes in the health-care delivery system; 2) the
increasmg c?mplexity of_health care technology; 3) clients treated by occupational therapists
have a growing complexity of conditions; and 4) new funding patterns in health care which
have created a_ differe_nt pra~tice environment. These social forces have placed pressure on
health professionals, includmg occupational therapists, to examine the validity of their practice,
demonstrate their effectiveness through outcome research, and examine their ethical and
financial motivations. New graduates are expected to enter the work force with the ability to
demonstrate critical thinking, work independently, look for new types of services that
therapists should be providing, and move into community practice. More information can be
provided through the master's level program in the areas of management and supervision,
community health care, research methods, outcome measurements, and clinical reasoning
skills. Both the Physical and Occupational Therapy literature demonstrates that master's
educated therapists have been more involved in research, policy making, writing grants,
leadership in professional organizations, and education activities such as teaching and
publishing than baccalaureate educated therapists.
Third, we have surveyed occupational and physical therapy students in our programs regarding
their preference to obtain a professional master's degree or baccalaureate degree. Of 67
students surveyed, 55 preferred the master's degree. About 40% of our most recently admitted
class of occupational therapy students had a baccalaureate degree in another field.
Fourth, the proposed professional Master of Occupational Therapy (MOT) has clinical
fieldwork training as an integral component of the curriculum. We have contracts with over
100 training sites. Our students bring new infonnation to the therapists and staff at these site
and provide occupational therapy services to citizens of New Mexico. Occupational Therapy
Program faculty are actively involved in community service within the state of New Mexico.
They have served on numerous community committees including on the Board of Directors for
the Arthritis Foundation, Carrie Tingly Hospital Board of Directors, and Early Intervention
State Wide Training State Personnel Task Force.
Additionally, the American Physical Therapy Association has stated that all professional
degrees for physical therapists be awarded at the postbaccalaureate level by January 1 2002.
This mandate affects the occupational therapy program as we share 8 courses with physical
therapy. It would be unrealistic for some students in the same class to receive graduate credits
and the other undergraduate credits. In this case, the assignments for both groups of students
would need to be different, unfairly burdening the instructor. The American Occupational
Therapy Association has taken a stance of encouraging the development of master' s degree
programs at the post-baccalaureate level where feasible, but not mandating them. ew
programs being developed have a ratio of 2 master's degree programs to every 1 bachelor's
degree program.
In summary, by moving to the profession entry-level_ master's degree, th~ (?ccupational
.
Therapy Program will be preparing therapists who will be a?le assum~ climcal and leadership
roles within the professional community of the state and reg10n and will be able to meet the
complex needs of our changing health care environment.

9.1.3.2

Duplication. The proposed program must not duplicate existing
programs unnecessarily or inappropriately. A proposal for a program
similar to one (or more) that already exists within the state must
present clear and convincing evidence that need for the program cannot
be met by the existing program(s).
[2/26/85,5/4/90, 10/1/97]

4

1:,-- _Is ~his pr~g~am, or are similar programs, offered at any other public or private
znstztutwns wzthm New Mexico?

No, no other institutions in New Mexico offer an Occupational Therapy.
B. If so, w~a: is the remaining capacity of the program(s)? Ho w many students

could the exzstzng program( s) accommodate without additional resources for faculty
equipment, facilities and other needs?
'
C. In light of the above information, why should the proposed program also be
approved? What programmatic, geographic, or other factors warrant approval of the
program as an addition to the existing educational resources in the state?
D. Do New Mexico students have access to a comparable program in another state

through either the WICHE Professional Student Exchange or the WICHE Regional
Graduate Program?
Currently, the WICHE program does allow and pay for New Mexico residents to attend postbaccalaureate occupational therapy programs out of state.

E. As evidence, the proposing institution must assemble and display data listing
each similar program offered by regionally accredited public and private universities
in New Mexico; the numbers of students admitted to each of those programs during
each of three recent, consecutive years; the numbers of degrees/certificates awarded
during each of those years' and each university's estimated remaining capacity of its
program( s).

F.

To the extent feasible and appropriate, statements from representatives of the
existing pro grams should be attached to the proposal, articulating their
positions with regard to the proposed program

G.

The purpose of this requirement is twofold: (a) to assure that communication
has taken place with existing programs, as an element in planning the proposed
program and (b) to aid reviewers in assuring that there is need for the program
that cannot be met through existing programs.[10/1/97}

The Occupational Therapy Program at UNM is the~ program in th_e state _of N~~ Mexico
that educates occupational therapists. Eastern and Western N~w Mexico Urnversitles h~ve
programs t~ educate occupational therapy assistants. Occupatio_nal therapy and occupational
~er_apy assistant programs are accredited under separate gmdelmes and therefore, mus_t be
dis~nct, self-contained programs and cannot share courses, etc. The coursework relati~e to the
assistant programs does meet our prerequisite requirements. However, stu~ents apply~g to
the new master's degree program must have a baccalaureate degree along with compleuon of
prerequisite course work. At the present, New Mexico residents through _the \YICHE
pro~ram? have access to professional master's degree progr:arns ~t the Umvers1~y of _Southern
California, Colorado State University, Texas Women's U~1vers1ty, and the Uruyers1ty_ of
Pug_e~ Sound; however, only Colorado State University ism the Rocky Moun~~m ~eg1on. In
a~d1t1on, C?lorado State University accepts studen~ from all states so competition 1s very
high. ~ pnvate schools in the region, not included m the WICHE progrru:n, offers the
professional degree: Kirksville College in Arizona. There are no occupational therapy schools
m ~tah, Montana or Nevada. Because we are currently offering a bachelor degree, we may be
lo~mg ~ 1?ghly qualified and diverse group of individuals in !'le~ _Mexico to out-of-state
uruvers1ties that offer professional master's degrees. These md1v1duals would probably apply
to our program if we offered a professional master's degree.

@
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9.1.2.3 Inter-Institutional Collaboration and Cooperation. To the extent
feasible and appropriate, the proposed program should establish
collaborative relationships with other programs within New Mexico,
so that state investments can be shared and students can benefit from
expanded opportunities across institutional boundaries. [ 10/1/97]

Are there programs at other institutions, and particularly programs already
supported by the state, through which shared instruction, collaboration with faculty, or
other means of broadening student options and experiences can be arranged as part of
the proposed program?
A.

As stated above, the Occupational Therapy Program at the University of New Mexico is the
only program in the state that educates occupational therapist so inter-institutional collaboration
and cooperation is not feasible.

9.1.3

Clientele and Projected Enrollment. Clientele and Projected Enrollment.
The proposal must clearly describe the population of students who will
be recruited for the proposed program and must include a detailed
projection of enrollment and credit hours anticipated during the first
five years. [2/26/85, 5/4/90,10/1/97]

9.1.3.1 Clientele .
A.

Who are the students to be served by the proposed program? Will the program
concentrate its recruitment upon students representing some particular
geographic area, students from some special employment sector, or some
other identified group?

Admission criteria will remain essentially unchanged except for the requirement of a
baccalaureate degree prior to admission. All baccalaureate degrees will be considered as long
as students have achieved a cumulative GPA of 3.0 from their bachelor degree program and
have completed the required prerequisite courses. As stated above, we accept primarily
residents of the State of New Mexico and qualified WICHE applicants. We will continue to do
so.
B.

What academic or experiential qualifications will be set for admission?

~ evaluating students for admissions, 5 basic areas are first considered based on the
mformation on the application form: 1) prerequisite science courses GPA must be 3.0; 2)
cur~ulative GPA from bachelor degree program must be 3.0; 3) 3 lett~rs of refer~nce, on~ of
which must be from a health professional (preferably from an occupat.Ional therapist); 4) life
experiences including volunteer/work experiences and community involvement; and 5) earned
baccalaureate degree. Second, the top candidates will be invited for 1) an interview and 2) an
extemporaneous sample of their writing ability. Final selection will be based on all 7 areas.
An objective rating scale is used to rate applicants in all areas.

C.

Will the proposed program be consistent with state goals for equitable
representation of all clusters of students? How will the program assure equal
access and success of students from clusters historically under-represented in
graduate education or in the fields of employment for which the program is
intended to prepare its graduates?
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It is reco~nized ~at the s~~ of ~ew Mexico has unique challenges in the delivery of health
care, particularly m_ the_ d1stnbut10n of health care personnel. The Occupational Therapy
Program has an obhgatJ.on to help meet the occupational therapy needs of the state by selection
of students who are likely to remain in or return to the areas in New Mexico needing health care
professionals. Specific geographic origin of applicants will be taken into consideration so that
both rur~ and urban areas throughout the state of New Mexico are represented in the
Occupational Therapy Program. In addition, since many residents of the state are of under
represented ethnic origin, regional bilingual skills are also considered. Historically, our classes
are made up of 25% students from ethnically under-represented groups. Recently, we have
obtained a Health Careers Opportunities Program Grant from the Department of Health and
Human Services, Public Health Service in cooperation with the School of Medicine, College of
Phannacy and Division of Physical Therapy. The purpose of the grant is to identify, attract,
admit and retain students who are educationally disadvantaged.

(1)

At a minimum, the proposal should include data illustrating the representation of
ethnic and sexlg ender clusters of (a) undergraduate students and (b) graduate
students at the proposing institution and should articulate the methods that will
be used to assure equity in access and success in the proposed program.

(2)

To the extent possible, the proposal also should include information about
representation in the fields of employment for which the program is intended to
prepare students and other information relevant to assessing the capacity of the
program to help redress under-representation.
[10/1/97)

Nationally, the field of occupational therapy is predominantly made up of white females.
Males comprise approximately 6.1 % of all occupational therapists and minorities comprise a
very small fraction of both genders. The American Occupational Therapy Association's figures
are Caucasian 90%, Asian 4%, Black 2.6%, Hispanic 1.7% and Native American 0.2 %.

9.1.3.2

Projected Enrollment.

A. The proposal must display, in clear tabular form, the projected enrollment in the

proposed program during its first five years. This presentation must distinguish
the number of new students (head count) expected to enroll each year and the
number of returning students expected to re-enroll in each year.
Year

# New Students

# Returning students.

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

24 (masters)
24 (masters)
24 (masters)
24 (masters)
24 (masters)

48
48
48
48
48

(from current bachelors)
(24 masters, 24 bachelors)
(masters)
(masters)
(masters)

Total

72
72
72
72
72

We will continue to accept 24 students each year into the program. Our enrollment has been
extremely stable and we do not anticipate the new program will have a significant effect _on that.
Currently, students accepted into our program average 7.6 semesters of college work pnor to
application, have taken an average of 153 college credits and 33% have baccalaureate degrees
or above. Our most recent class selected (March 1998) has well over one-half of the students
with baccalaureate degrees. Two of the 24 students have Master's degrees.
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B. The proposal should indicate the number of students expected to enroll full-time and
the number expected to enroll on a part-time basis and must display the total number of
student credit hours expected to be generated in each of the first five years. [ 10/1/97]
The master's degree program consists of 81-93 semester hours of courses taken over 4
semesters and 1 summer session. In addition, students are required to successfully complete
two three-month clinical Fieldwork II experiences. We realize that the number of credit hours
is high for a master's degree. However, since this is a professional degree, there are a number
of areas that students must be proficient in before becoming an occupational therapist. No one
course can prepare students to perform the variety of services provided by occupational
therapists in the community. Furthermore, the Occupational Therapy Program must meet the
essential curriculum content established by the ACOTE to be an accredited program. Students
are continuously enrolled (full-time) in the cuniculum offered and courses are only offered
once a year. Courses must be taken in sequence as courses build upon each other. The
program currently receives programmatic funding, not student credit hour based funding. The
difference will be that the masters students will be paying graduate instead of undergraduate
tuition at UNM.
Year

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
9.1.4

Total Undergraduate Credits

Total Graduate Credits

1176
432

888

1632
2064
2064
2064

0
0
0

Institutional Readiness for the Program The institution should have
nearly all of the resources needed to initiate the program. The proposal
should include a clear statement of the extent to which the institution is
ready to initiate the program, citing the remaining needs and recognizing
each of those needs in the cost analysis developed pursuant to Section
9.1.5
A. Is the teaching faculty adequate in number and qualifications to initiate the
program? If not, what additional faculty are needed? To what extent will the
program rely upon graduate assistants to free faculty time for graduate instruction in
the proposed program?

The program is primarily supported by state funds. There are 5 full time occupational therapy
faculty members in the Department of Orthopaedics. Four of the 5 f~culty members have
doctoral degrees; the 5th faculty is a Ph.D. candidate. One member 1s tenured and 3 member
are on the tenure track. The faculty represent a diversity of occupational therapy experience
prior to becoming faculty members, including practice in adult and pediatric acute care and
rehabilitation, inpatient and community psychiatry, geriatrics, school system practice as well as
experience in consultation, management and administration. Responsibilities for each faculty
member are based on his/her specific expertise and represent a fair distribution of workload
..
among the faculty with a balance between teaching, advisory,_grant and administrative
responsibilities. Some or parts of courses are taught by P~ys1cal Therapy fac~~ty. In ~dd1t10n,
we h~ve 30 community occupational therapists who are tramed to serve as facilitators tor our
courses that contain Problem Based Learning.
While there continues to be a demand for occupational therapists, we are willing to increas our
class size to 30 students to match the Physical Therapy Program if we are allocated from the
State one additional faculty to make 6 FTEs. As we are changing the structure and content of
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Technology (CIRT). Basic computing is provided at six campus computing facilities without
charge to the student. In addition, computing consultants are available.

E. Are other operating resources adequate to initiate the program? For example, will
additional clerical or specialized personnel be needed?
The Occupational Therapy Program is totally independent in carrying out program needs such
as admissions, student support, budget, program evaluation and coordinating clinical rotations.
We must place our students in two full-time 3-month clinical rotations in the community
(FWII). When they are involved in fieldwork, there is significant administrative support that is
needed. We are unable to currently meet the program administrative needs with 1.5 staff
FfEs. We are requesting an additional .5 FTE ($13,000). This figure does not represent cost
of living or merit increases. In addition, one FTE staff position is at the minimum salary for
his classification as outlined by UNM pact. For the current expected responsibilities, this
individual needs to be reclassified. This individual should be classified at least at a Grade 10
Level (Department Administrator I). Therefore, an additional $12,427 is requested to the get
the full time position to the midpoint salary at a Grade 10 (versus Grade 8) level. The figure
does not represent cost of living or merit increases. In total, we are reg uesting $31,529 ($25,
427 salary and $6,102 for benefits at 24%) to pay staff at the needed levels.

9.1.5 Projected Cost of the Proi:ram. The proposal must include a clear
analysis of the projected cost of the proposed program and the sources of
funding that will support it. [2/26/85, 5/4/90, 10/1/97]
9.1.5.1 New Costs for Program Start-Up: The proposal should provide
a clear indication of new costs that must be met in order to begin the
program and to sustain it during its first five years. The analysis must
address at least the following cost categories.
A. Additional/acuity needed/or the program,full-time and part-time.

With the new graduate program, we are increasing credits in two of our courses, adding a
Special Topics Course, and adding a Masters Thesis (OCC TI-I 699) which will require more
faculty guidance. In addition, we are willing to increase our class size from 24 to 30 to meet
the employment needs in New Mexico. We are also requesting $62,000 ($50,000 salary and
$12,000 for benefits at 24%) to hire an additional Occupational Therapy Program faculty
member.

B. Additional library resources needed for the program. The proposal should include
a statement from the university librarian, indicating the cost of these new resources
and the schedule on which the resources will be provided.
None needed
C.

Additional facilities, equipment, and technological resources neededfor the
program.

Currently the Occupational Therapy Program has $374 per student in non-salary~ & G funding
to carry the educational objectives to teach students to become competent occ~pat:Ional
therapists. We are requesting an additional $18,072 ($251 per student) to bnng the
Occupational Therapy Program in line with other health care professional programs at U 1.
This state support will be critical to the continual accreditation of our educational progr~.
During the first year of the graduate program, we will be submitting a self-study and havmg an
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on site visit from ~e Accreditation Council of Occupational Therapy Education (ACOTE).
Unfortunately, dunng the last Accreditation we received 2 deficiencies related to budget.

D. New graduate assistantships needed to support the program, including the dollar
value of the assistantships during each of the first five years of the program
[10/1[97J
None
9.1.5.2 State Support. An analysis must be presented showing the
approximate amount of state operational formula funding that will flow to the
program for each of the first five years based upon the projected student credit
hours and current formula funding factors, and recognizing the delay and
averaging characteristics of the formula.[10/1/97]

As described above, additional support needed includes:
Additional Staff Support
New Faculty FTE
Fringe benefit at 24%
Learning needs
TOTAL

$25,427
$50,000
$18,102
$18,072
$111,601

The total budget amounts for the first five years of the program is shown below. This is based
upon current budget for the bachelors program. This figure does not represent cost of living or
merit increases. They do reflect the faculty and staff salary requests and the equipment
requests.
Total State Support Needed for each year
2000-2004

$441,023 per year

9.1.5.3 Other Support. If the proposed program will benefit from other sources
of operational support, the proposal should describe those.[10/1/97]

None

9.1.6

Quality of the Program. The proposed program must be designed to
meet high standards of academic quality, considering its instructional
curriculum, faculty, student, admission standards, opportunities for
experiential learning and academic support, and provisions for continual
review and improvement of the program.[10/1/97]

9.1.6.1 All programs supported by state funds are expected to comply with
principles of academic quality delineated as part of the Commission's regulation on
instructionalfimding: 5 NMAC 3.12
The program complies with principles of academic quality delineated as part of the
Commission's regulation on instructional funding: 5 NMAC 3.12

9.1.62 Among the questions that will be considered in evaluating proposals for new
graduate programs are the following.

1
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succeeding in the program?
Successful completion rate for the program has been almost 100%. Two (out of 80) students
withdrew due to personal reasons. Students' academic progress is monitored and tracked by a
class advisor. All faculty monitor students' performance in their courses and areas of concern
are brought to the attention of the students as soon as noted. Remedial discussions are
scheduled as soon as a potential problem is identified.
During fieldwork experiences, the student and the supervisor meet for a midterm and final
review of the student's performance and progress during that fieldwork experience. If
problems are encountered at any point during the fieldwork, the Fieldwork Coordinator meets
or has a telephone conversation with both the student and the supervisor. Remediation is
started as soon as a problem is identified and the student is provided additional opportunity to
successfully fulfill the requirements of the fieldwork.

G. What final integrating experiences or other features will be used to assure that
graduate have acquired the knowledge and skills expected for the degree or certificate
awarded?
The final integrating experience is the 6 month full time fieldwork experience as described
above. Students must successfully complete the fieldwork prior to graduation. Once both the
academic coursework and fieldwork are completed successfully, the student is eligible to sit for
the national certification examination for the occupational therapist administered by the ational
Board for Certification in Occupational Therapy. They are then able to apply for licensure in
the state in which they wish to practice.

H. Has the proposed program been evaluated by any external reviewers or is there
other external evidence or opinion regarding the quality of the program?
The Occupational Therapy Program at UNM has been reviewed in 1994 and has met the
Essentials and Guidelines for an accredited educational program for the occupational therapist
at the baccalaureate entry-level professional program set by the Accreditation Council on
Occupational Therapy Education. At this time, these essentials are the same for the
postbaccalaureate entry-level professional program that we are proposing. The progr~ is up
for review in 2000/2001 and will be reviewed as a postbaccalaureate entry-level profess10nal
program. The program will also participate in the University of New Mexico's regularly
scheduled Graduate Unit Review.

I. Will specialized accreditation be sought for the program?
Only the required accreditation by the Accreditation Council of Occupational Therapy Education
for the postbaccalaureate entry-level professional program will be sought.

9.1.7 Assessment of Operations and Impact. The proposal must include a
plan by which the proposed program will be assessed for its operation and
impact over at least a five-year period.(10/1/97]
A At minimum, the plan must indicate methods that will be used to monitor program
operations, progress of students, and program completion rates.
See next page.

B. The plan must also include methods for obtaining evaluations from students,
graduates and other sources and feeding information into future operation of the program.
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February 24 , 1998

Proposal for a Master of Arts in Religious Studies
at the University of New Mexico

1.1. Nature of proposal. Under the_proposed new M.A. in Religious Studies at U
,
students would be able to earn the degree either by Plan I or Plan II, as specified in the 199799 _U_NM Cat~_og (p. 47) .. 1:he ~.A. program would have a double focus: (1) major world
religious tradit10ns; (2) i:.ebgion m the U.S. Southwest and in Latin America. The M.A.
program would be administered by the interdisciplinary Religious Studies Committee with in
the College of Arts and Sciences and would begin in fall semester 1999.

1.2. Format of this proposal, as an application to the New Mexico Commission on
Higher Education. The format of this proposal follows the outline of the directive from the
New Mexico Commission on Higher Education, issued October 1, 1997. This document
"Title 5: Post-Secondary Education; Chapter 5: Post-Secondary Educational Programs · Part 2:
~pproval of New Graduate Programs" (briefly, "5 NMAC 5.2") lists the factors to be considered in approving any new graduate program in New Mexico that receives state funding.
1.2.1. References to 5 NMAC 5.2 in this proposal. References to 5 MAC 5. 2 in th is
proposal will be made simply with "NMAC" plus the relevant section and sub-section num bers, as follows: "NMAC 6.4.2."
2.1. The proposed M.A. is new (following the definition in NMAC 7.2.), but it is also
the continuation of a "concentration" that has been in effect since 1979. The proposed
M.A. in Religious Studies succeeds a recently discontinued "concentration in Religious
Studies" that has been part of the UNM's M.A. in Philosophy since 1979. Thus although th e
proposed M.A. program has a long and successful history behind it it is clearly a "new"
program in the sense defined in NMAC 7.2.2, since even though the change in the administration of graduate study in this area would not by itself require a new authorization by the ew
Mexico Commission on Higher Education (NMAC 7 .2.5), the change in the title of the degree
would do so (NMAC 7.2 .[a]).

2.2. History of the study of religion at the graduate level at U M. Although topics
dealing with religion have probably bee~ studie~ at t~e graduate leve~ at U M from the start.
!he official beginning of graduate ~tudy m the field did not_ occur until tw~nty-f1_v~ years a~o.
m 1972-73, when the university hired a faculty member with a doctorate m Religious Stu di s
and formally established the Religious Studies Pro~ram. Althou~h the progr~m was _at first
only authorized to offer undergraduate degrees (1!1mor, 1973; maJ?r, 1980) it coordinated a
C<:>urse list with a preponderance of courses offenng graduate credit. In 197? the Gener~
Library, at the request of the Philosophy Depa:tment, drew up a book selection plan to include
M.A. level collection status for Religious Studies.
After the addition in 1978 of a second faculty member holding a doctorate in Religious
Studies, two key developments took place: (l) in spr:in¥, 1979 a "c~:m~~ntr~tion in Religious
Studies" was set up within the Philosophy M.A . _This concentration qmc½Jy at~racted many
capable students and during the 1980' s about a third of the M.A. grad~ates m Phil?sophy
selected this "concentration." (2) in fall 1979 the Dean of Arts ~d. Scie_nces appomte~ ~ ontinuing "Religious Studies Committee," which took o~er ~he admimstra!i<?n of the ~eltg1ous
Studies undergraduate minor and major and the coordmatio~ of the Relig1o~s Studies
undergraduate and graduate course list. In 1983 the Committee was author~zed to of~e:
courses under its own prefix ("RELIG"), and be~ause of the strong populanty of Religious
Studies courses the Committee has been able to fmd funds each semester to offer se eral
courses of its own each year, in addition to the courses th~t it cross-listed from ari?us depart ments. Currently this course list totals 53 courses, of which 35 offer graduate er d1t.
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2.2.1. Current status of the Religious Studies "concentration" within the Philosophy
M.A. Presently_ the UNM graduate program in Religious Studies is in transition. In Septem~er 19?7 the Phil?~ophy DeI?artment discontinued all of its M.A. degree "concentrations,"
mcludmg the Religious Studies "concentration," in order to focus on its core disciplinary
areas. Because the "concentrations" are in the 1997-99 bulletin the "concentrations" are still
technically on the books, but the department does not plan to admit students for them.

2.2.~. Id~nfi:fying student~ within the Religious Studies "concentration." Although a
bureaucratic omission has complicated the accurate tabulation of students in the Religious
Studies "concentration," the information available is complete enough to permit an accurate
evaluation of the record of the students in that "concentration."
The omission took place in the following way. B~sides the acceptance of the Religious
Studies "concentration" in 1979 the Philosophy Department also established several other
"concentrations" (Philosophy and Literature, Philosophy of Science, and the like). Then, in
1983 or 1984, when these "concentrations" were reported to the state data base for such
programs, the Religious Studies "concentration" was inadvertently left out. In practice, this
omission made little difference, for two reasons. The first was that both the UNM Graduate
Office and the Philosophy Department assumed that the report had been made, so that each
successive biennial UNM Graduate Bulletin listed the Religious Studies "concentration." In
fact, in the two graduate bulletins prior to the present one, the graduate courses in Religious
Studies were given the unusual status of a separate listing, following the Philosophy graduate
course list. The second reason was that there was probably nothing improper about not having
approval of this "concentration" from the Commission on Higher Education because, as is
noted in NMAC 7.2.2.1, the addition of a concentration "to an existing approved program that
would not change the title of the degree awarded probably would be judged as not requiring
approval of the Commission."
The one respect in which the omission did make an important difference was in ease of
identifying students in the "concentration." Once the computerization of student records took
place, the other "concentrations" could identify their students precisely from the computer, but
the Religious Studies "concentration" could not.
Fortunately, another criterion was available that could identify the candidates for a Reli gious Studies "concentration" degree almost as well as the computer listing. In 1984 the Religious Studies "concentration" began to offer, and then to require, an introduction to graduate
study in Religious Studies, RELIG 500, "Methods in Religious Studies," which has _been
offered regularly since that time. Although a few students may have taken that semmar who
did not intend to take that "concentration," and others may have thought they were focusing in
Religious Studies even though they did not take the seminar, the req~irement does identify
Religious Studies graduate students with sufficient accuracy to permit a study of the results of
the "concentration."

3.1. Purpose of the proposed Master of Arts Deg,:ee in Religious S~1ies (NM1C
9 .1.1). In 1997, on the occasion of the twenty-fifth anmvers<l!)' of the Religious Studies
.
Program, the Religious Studies Committee adopted the following goal s_tatement:
The Religious Studies Program at the Univer~ity of Ne'":' ~ex1co works to study _religious traditions both in their global setting and m the spec1f1c ~ntext of New M_ex1co._
The core of the teaching and research mission o_f the pro~ram is t~ s~udy the maJor re~1gions of the world, including Hinduism, Buddhi~m,. Judaism, ~hnst1an1ty, Islam, vanous tribal religions, and many others, as they exist m such reg1o~s as So~theastern _and
South Asia, Africa, the Middle East, Europe, and North and Latin Amenca. In this
effort the members of the program make use of a wide variety of ~pproach~s t_o world
religions, as well as methodologies that have been developed spec1f1cally w1thm the
field of Religious Studies itself.
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At the same t_ime, the pro~ram places a special emphasis on religious traditions as
they are found m New Mexico and other parts of Southwestern United States and Central A~erica. A?cordingly,. the Hispanic and Na!ive American traditions have a special
place m 01;1r cumcular offenngs, and w~ would like to strengthen this aspect of the
program, insofar as our resources permit.
.It is the position of the Religious Studies Program that these two goals are not in confh~t,. but com_p!ementary, because New Mexico today includes within itself many of the
reh~i~ms ~radi~10ns of the world .. The centuries-long continuity of the Native American
tra~itlon m this state, together with the age of Hispanic settlement here, is unique in the
U mted States, and the more recent arrival of communities of Latter Day Saints
(Mormons), Protestants, Muslims, Japanese, Thai and Tibetan Buddhists, Hindus,
Sikhs, and others, has enriched New Mexico in many ways. For this reason the Religious Studies Program has been concerned to develop research and teaching curricula
that make use of the diversity represented in our state. Part of our effort has been to
create a curriculum of "Summer Seminars in Religious Studies," wbich include the
courses offered by an international team of scholars at the Jemez Bodhi Manda Zen
Center, together with the seminars given at Santa Fe and Abiquiu through the U M
Santa Fe Center for Graduate Studies.
What is said here about the UNM Religious Studies Program in general applies especially to
the graduate work in the area. Part of the challenge of graduate level study of religions in
New Mexico is to come to terms with the variety of global religions represented in our own
state.
Also in 1997 a distinguished graduate review team came to evaluate the UNM Religious
Studies Program. They were, in fact, the third such review team to come within the last ten
years to examine our program, and also the third to come to the unequivocal conclusion that
UNM ought to have a Master of Arts in Religious Studies . In their report, after remarking
with awe about the richness of religious traditions in New Mexico, they concluded:
Thus, despite what may seem a sense of isolation, New Mexico offers religiously a distinct, indeed unique laboratory. Of course, all this is far better known to the readers of
this report than it is to us. But as outsiders we were struck by the reality. We
emphasize it because we see it as the point of departure for a striking possibility for
your Religious Studies Program.
What the external review team perceives as our laboratory, we in the Religious Studies
Program see also as our home. We therefore propose the M.A . graduate program in Religious
Studies not only as a means to increase knowledge about New Mexican religious cultures for
its own sake, but also for the sake of intercultural understanding and harmony. Religious conyictions go deep, whether they unite or divide, and it is ?Ur hope th_at an incr~ased understandmg of the differences in this state may help us to appreciate the basis of our differences and to
learn to live within them .
Briefly, then, the purpose and mission of the proposed graduate program may be
summed up in three points (NMAC 9.1.1. A .B.C.):
.
A. Primary and secondary purposes (NMAC 9.1.1 .A.). The pnmary purpose for establishing a graduate program in Religious Studies at UNM is to train students to b~come teachers
in topics relating to great world religious traditions, including those represented m our state.
This is a formidable task. To assess its size, it may help to learn that how vast the scholarly
work on religions is. For example, in the Dewey Decimal library classificat~on s¥sten:, "religion" takes up one tenth of whole system (the 200's) . ~ow_ cou_ld the flags_h1p un!versity of
~y state neglect so large a field? And how could a umve!sity like UNM, m particular_ ~orkmg within a state with such religious riches, fail to apply itself to the study of these religions at
the most rigorous possible level?
.
Along with this primary purpose come other secondary purposes as well. One 1s the
strengthening of the UNM undergraduate program in Religious Studies. The undergraduate
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4.1.1_. Need (NMAC 9.1.2.1). The proposed graduate program is in the unusual posit10n of havmg a nearly twenty-year record of success as a "concentration" to use fo r its case.
.
4.1.~.1. Su1:1ey of graduates from "concentration" and B.A. graduates. One of the
first steps in assessing the need for the program was accomplished in 1997, when a survey
about the _prop?sed gradu~te degree was conducted among students who had completed either
an M.A. m Philosophy with a "concentration" in Religious Studies or a B.A . major in Religiou~ Studies_. ~e M.~ .. question~aire was sent to students who h~d taken RELIG 500 (the
req~Ired seminar m Religious ~tudies) cl?~ then co~pleted the M.A . degree in Philosophy .
While ~he number of students in the Religious Studies "concentration" was probably greater
than this ~roup, there was no better way than this to identify the Religious Studies students in
an unambiguous way. In addition, another questionnaire was sent to all students who had
graduated with a B.A. in Religious Studies.
The results are illuminating. Of the fifteen Philosophy M.A. graduates who satisfied the
RELIG 500 requirement for the Religious Studies "concentration" (plus one who finished the
"concentration" before that course was offered), eight responded (53 per cent response rate).
All of ~he students wrote that they would like to have taken a Religious Studies M.A. degree at
UNM instead of the "concentration," had one been available to them. (One student made this
conditional on the presence of work on religious ethics in the proposed degree program.) Of
th~ 14 B.A. students that could be located (a response rate of 29 per cent), 10 (71 per cent)
said that they would have liked to have taken an M.A. in Religious Studies at UNM had one
been available.
What stands out clearly in these results is the overwhelming , in fact unanimous, preference of the M.A. graduates with the "concentration" in Religious Studies for a genuine
"Master of Arts in Religious Studies." This outcome is not at all surprising , since in order to
complete the "concentration," each of these students was required to take the fu ll set of
requirements for a Philosophy degree, including six core courses in Philosophy , and these
courses were seldom relevant to their Religious Studies research .
.

4.1.1.2. Survey of placement of graduates of the Religious Studies "concentration. "
Smee there is as yet no actual Religious Studies M.A. at UNM , the best that can be done to
suggest the placement of graduates for such a degree is to look at the experience with the "concentration" in Religious Studies, from our first graduate, in 1982, up through 1997. The
results show that two of the fifteen graduates of the "c'?ncentr~tion" compl~te_d PhD 's while
three others are working for that degree. One student is teaching :,,vorld rehg1_ons at a two-year
college (at the UNM branch at Taos), while three others a!e teaching at the high school level,
~nd two others are retired and teaching on a volunteer basis. Another works as a reference
hbra~~n at UNM , with a special assignment for tea~hing students method s of research. Of the
remammg two, one works as a technical writer, while he prepares to go on for fu rther stud
(he re~e~tly published a scholarly article in the field)_, ~d the other has left the s_tate to ~ecome
a specialist in environmental studies. Plainly, the pnnci_pal_ goal of our stude~ts 1s teaching .
Al!hou~h it is possible to teach Religious Studies at the Jumor ~llege level with_an M_. ~. ,
university teaching normally requires a PhD. One of the functions of an M.A. in Religious
Studies at UNM would therefore to prepare stude~ts to go on for doctoral study , and we are
P_roud of our record with the "concentration" in this respect. Most of the others, who are f?r
financial or other reasons unable to go on for further study, haye ~so found valuabl~ teaching
roles, and we are equally proud of these students and the contnbutions they are making to our
state.
. Again, it must be remembered that the above pla~e!11ent reC<?rd is from graduates of a
Philosophy "concentration" and not from an actual _Religious Studies ~egree. All of t~ese students have had their graduate study delayed, sometime~ for years , while they !ook Philosophr
~~rse requirements. Had there been a Religious Studies graduate degree available at U M 1t
1~ likely that at least one or two of the students would already have gone on elsewhere for specialized training in the field.
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4.1.1. 3. Student demand for the courses needed for the degree. One of the reasons for
asking about the demand_ for the ~e~ree is to ascertain whether there will be enough student
den:a~d for co~rses reqmred_ specifically for that degree. In the case of the proposed M.A. in
Religious Studies, that question can be answered with complete certainty, because the courses
have alre~dy be~n offered successfully, even before the degree is implemented. The proposed
degree will reqmre two courses, RELIG 500, "Methods in Religious Studies " and RELIG
501,_ "~eories of Religion "-besides, of course, several other distributional' requirements in
specialized areas. RELIG 500 ?as already been offered regularly since 1984, always attracting
a good number of students, while RELIG 501 is being offered this spring for the first time
(though under another course number, until that number can be approved) and is also wellenrolled. Once an M.A. in Religious Studies is approved, there will of course be many more
students who will be taking these courses, since the courses will then be required for that
degree.
4.1.1.4. Comparison of the number of students graduating with Philosophy M.A. with
number of students graduating with the Philosophy M.A. "concentration" in Religious
Studies. Some idea of the size of the proposed graduate degree program may be obtained by
comparing the number of students in the Religious Studies "concentration" with the total number in the Philosophy M.A. program, during the time period when the "concentration" was in
operation, 1982-1997: 15 students in the Religious Studies "concentration," compared to 58
total M.A. graduates in Philosophy during this period.
This comparison should not be misunderstood. The number of Religious Studies students would surely be substantially greater than at present if the extra Philosophy requirements
that are unnecessary for Religious Studies were eliminated from the degree requirements and
if out-of-state students were encouraged, rather than discouraged, from entering the program.
Yet while there was no true M.A. in Religious Studies here, it has only fair to warn students
away, since they would not be able to get here what they want.
Moreover, there is no reason to think that the number of Religious Studies would cut
into the number of Philosophy graduate students .. In fact, for ~ome years t~e Philosophy
Department has begun to focus on admitting c~~d1d~tes wh? wish to_ study m core areas of
Ph~o~ophy, rather than Religious Studies, anticipating the mtroduct1on ?f th~ propose~ new
Religious Studies M.A. degree, and yet the number of M.A. graduates m Philosophy 1s at least
as great as before.

4.2. Possible Duplication (NMAC 9.1.2.2). As far as we are a~are, no oth~r. coll~ge
or university in New Mexico offers a similar graduate degree that studies world rehg1ons m
their full cultural setting. The M.A. program in the state that would he most_closelr coi:ipar:able is the former M.A. in Religion that was offered at Eastern New 1'1exico University.
~his program, however, was different from the proposed UNM progr:ar:n m almost every way,
since it was focused in Christian studies and was taught by campus ministers, ~h~re the proposed UNM program would be focused in a comparative approach to world religions and
would be taught by UNM faculty from various departments. In any case, the ENMU program
was discontinued fourteen years ago.
4.3. Inter-institutional collaboration (NMAC 9.1.2.3). Sine~ there is no other graduate
program of this sort in the state, there is also no room for copabor:at10n at that level. _ We
have, however, been exploring several avenues of collaboration with programs offenng
undergraduate work in the field. At present we offer course_s ~~rough UNM No~h a~ t~e
U~ branches at Santa Fe, Abiquiu, and Jemez. One pos~ib1hty for the fut~re i_s a JOmt
offen~g of the study of Sanskrit, a key Janguage for the scnptures of both H~nduism and (secondarily) Buddhism, in collaboration with faculty at the College of St. John m Santa Fe.
.

4.4. Clientele and projected enrollment (NMAC 9._J:3.). The projected composition and

size of the student body in the proposed degree program is as follows.
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4.4:1·. Clientele (NMAC 9.1.3.1.). ~e nature of the clientele for the proposed degree
program is important both for the program itself and also for the field as a whole.
(1) The prop~sed .~.A. degree program should substantially improve the recruitment of recruitment of mmonties and women in this area. The proportion of women to men
(12 to 3) among graduates of the Philosophy M.A. "concentration" in Religious Studies is
greater than the proport~on among the Philosophy M.A. graduates as a whole, and much
weater th_an t!1e proport10n of women to men at UNM in general. With respect to the proportion ?f m_mo1:,ty graduates, the proposed M.A. in Religious Studies plans to work to improve
the _situat10~ m two ways: (a) the proposed degree has a "concentration" in "Southwestern and
Latin Amencan religious traditions" that should attract Hispanic and Native American stud~nts. _(b) The R~ligious S_tudies Committee that will supervise the proposed includes both
Hispanic and Native Amencan members, who thus may serve as role models for students of
those backgrounds.
(2) The field of Religious Studies is particularly concerned to attract women and
. .
m~nonty students to its teaching ranks. Large fellowships, such as the Rockefeller fellowships, are offered to African-American and Hispanic candidates in Religious Studies .
Religious Studies News, the organ of the American Academy of Religion and the Society
of Biblical Literature (September 1995, pp. 1, 20), moreover, reports that a questionnaire sent
frof!l _the Auburn Center for the Study of Theological Education and the Ame_rican Academy of
Rehg10n, to doctoral candidates enrolled in the 47 largest doctoral programs m the US and
Canada, found that there was a severe lack of women and minorities in the field of Religious
Studies. Of the respondents 89% were non-Hispanic whites, 5.3% Asian and Asian
Americans, 2.7% African A~ericans, 1.5% Hispanics, and 1.5% American Indian/Native
American. Similar figures were obtained concerning Religious Studies by the National
Research Council's survey of racial/ethnic represe~tation in academic fi_e~ds. An M.A.
program such as the one being proposed, that studies Southwest~rn trad1t1ons and draw~ panly
from a student body that shares some of those traditions, has an important role to play m the
development of the field.
4.4.2. Projected enrollment (NMAC 9.1.3.2). The projected enrollments for the first
five years of the proposed degree program are shown on the chart below. ~e numbered
colu~ns represent the first five years of the progr'.1111· Ten students ~e projected to be
a~mitted each year, and after the first two years .six students are projected to graduate or otherw!se leave the program. Figures in parentheses represent students w~o are graduat~d or otherwise leave the program and thus do not re-enroll for that year. Part time_ and full ~1me students
are represented for each column (p/f), and at the bottom of each column is !he projec!ed ~umber of student credit hours (SCH), first per semester and then I?er year. ~1s calculation 1s
~ased on the assumptions that thirty per cent of our students will be full time, a~d that p~rt
time students will average two graduate level courses per semester (6 SCH), while full time
students will average three courses (9 SCH).
.
.
.
The following chart shows a growth over f_ive years to a total of thirty stude~ts. By the
sixth year we will reach our target size of 34. Smee 5 NMAC ~.2 o~ly _calls for five years,
the ~hart here only goes that far. When w~ go on to show the financial. impact of student
credit hours generated we will project the figures further, through the eighth year.

Year one
10 .......... .

Year two
8 (2)
10

Year three

TB ......... ..

12 (6)
10

22 .......... .

Year four

Year five

16 (6)
10

2o .......... .

20 (6)
10

3D
7 part/3 full
time time

13p/5f

15p/7f

18p/8f

2lp/9f

42 SCH/27 SCH

78/45

90/63

108/72

126/81

123

153

180

207

246

306

360

414

Total SCH per semester:
69

Total SCH per year:
138

(SCf! from our regular summer graduate courses with the UNM Santa Fe Graduate Center are
not included in the above chart.)

5.1. Institutional readiness/or the program (NMAC 9.1.4.). The details of the
resources available to the proposed graduate program are outlined below, in section 6.1 of this
proposal (corr~sponding to NMAC 9.1.6, "Quality of the Program"). Here we shall simply
survey the vanous categories in turn.
A. Teaching faculty. The proposed graduate program will draw from an outstanding
team_ of faculty, who are members of many departments. The record of the former Religious
~tudies "concentration," over nearly twenty years, demonstrates that a sufficient range of
aculty are consistently available for this program's needs.
_B. Library resources. Two outside graduate reviews of the Religious Studies Program
have Judged the resources at UNM sufficient for offering an M.A. in Religious Studies .
. C. Physical f acuities. There is no reason additional physical facilities will need to be
provided, beyond those already provided for the undergraduate program in Religious Studies at
UNM .
. D. Equipment and technological resources. Religious Studies is not an area in which
~e ~nstf1:1ction requires major technological resources. The ?Jajor ma_terials required _f<?r teachmg i_n t~is area are audio-visual resources (videotapes and slides), which we are acqumng on a
contm~mg basis. These are, however, primarily for the undergraduate program. Graduate
study m Religious Studies does not require any of these resources not already used for
undergraduate study.
.
.
...
.
E. Additional operating resources. As with physical facilities and eqmpment, the
operating resources that are used for the undergraduate program will be used also for the
administration of the graduate program.
5.2. Projected cost of the program (NMAC 9.1.5.). Instead o~ creating ad~i~ional cost
the program has already been attracting outside support that far outweighs any add1t1onal cost.

,
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5._2.1. New costs for program start-up (NMAC 9.1.5.1.). As indicated above, the costs
of running the proposed graduate program are already included in the costs of running the
undergraduate program.
A-D. No additional faculty, library resources, or equipment are needed for this
program_. We do a1_1ticipate requesting a second Graduate Assistantship within the first five
yeru: peno~, _as the increased enrollments in the large (75-150 person) introductory classes call
for 1t. ThIS 1s, however, not a cost of the new graduate program, since, as undergraduate
enrollments continue to increase we will need to have the new Graduate Assistantship whether
a new M.A. in Religious Studies is created or not.
5.2.2. State support (NMAC 9.1.5.2.). The approximate amount of state operational
forrnul_a funding that will flow to the program for each of the first five years is shown in the
following chart, based on the projected student credit hours (SCH) listed above (in section
4.4.2.) and current formula funding factors, and recognizing the delay and averaging characteristic of the formula. If the enrollment in the program is capped in the sixth year at our
target size of 34, the formula funding through the eighth year will be as follows:
SCH

SCH in formula
(3-year rolling
lagged two years)

Formula

First year:

138 SCH

0 SCH

$0

Second year:

246 SCH

0 SCH

$0

Third year:

306 SCH

46 SCH

$15 207

Fourth year:

360 SCH

128 SCH

$42,314

Fifth year:

414 SCH

230 SCH

$76,033

Sixth year:

470 SCH

304 SCH

$100 496

Seventh year:

470 SCH

360 SCH

$119 ,009

Eighth year:

470 SCH

415 SCH

$137 191

5.2.3. Other support (NMAC 9.1.5.3.). The prog_ram h_as _an_ exceptionally s~rong
record _of outside fund raising, compared to that of oth_e~ mterd1sc1plmary programs in the
hun:ia~uties or even to many departments in the hum~mt1es ~ea. Over the past four years the
Religious Studies Program has raised over $26,000 ~n donations _and matching fur:ds for purchases of library materials, as well as donations of hb_rary matenals themselves with a purchase value much greater than that figure if the matenals had had to be purchase~ ne~. In
each of the past three years we have also raised over $10,000 for other needs, pnmanly
undergraduate scholarships, operating expenses, an~ gradu~te_ stude!1t. support .. F~r example,
the scholarship portion of the present Gr~~uate Ass1_stantsh1p m Rehg1<;>us Stud~es 1s funded on
an equal matching basis between the Rehgmus Studies Program s outside funding and the College of Arts and Sciences.
1

6.1. Quality of the program (NMAC 9.1. 6.). !}1~ quality of the prorosed g~aduat
program is shown in its parts, and it is foreshadowe~ m its successful ope_ration .dunng t~e past
nearlr twenty years as a "concentration" with ~he Philosophy M._A. In this section we will
descnbe the proposal in detail, so that its quality may be ascertained.

6.1.1. Principles of acadef!liC quality (NMAC 9.1. 6.1.). Since the proposed graduate
program _has already been operating for many years, on a restricted basis, within the context of
a recognized UNM graduate program that has the subject of regular scrutiny its quality has
already been partially established.
'
6.1.2. Factors to be considered in evaluating this proposal (NMAC 9.1. 6.2.):

1·.

Curriculum. The proposed curriculum is as follows:
In addit10n to the general requirements for the M.A. outlined in the university catalog the proposed M.A. will require:
'
l. Ge~eral area requirements. One course (before entering the graduate program; or as
remedial work later) from each of the following four areas:
a. Eastern religions
b. Western religions
c. Sacred texts
d. Religion in America
2. Language requirement. Research competence in at least one language besides English
related to one's thesis research. The language(s) will be chosen in consultation with the student's committee on studies.
3. Core requirements. Each student will be expected to complete the following core courses ,
or their equivalents:
a. RELIG 500 (Methods in Religious Studies)
b. RELIG 501 (Theories of Religion)
c. At least three credits in specialized methodology dealing with religion, such as
~LIG/ANTH 333 (Ritual, Symbol and Behavior); RELIG/PHIL 365 (Philosophy of Reli g10~); RELIG/SOC 422 (Sociology of Religion); RELIG/SOC 532 (Seminar: Sociology of
Religion); RELIG/ANTH 536 (Theories of Symbolic Action); or RELIG 547
.
(T/Phenomenology of Religion).
4_. Concentrations. With the advice of their committees on studies, students will select from
either of the ~ollowing concentrations:
.
.
..
.
a. Ma1or world religions: at least six credits from a maJor tradition, such as: Buddhism
(RELIG 438, 439, 440, 441), Christianity (RELIG 305, 306, 360, 361), Hinduism (RELIG
.
..
448, 449), Islam (RELIG 456, [457]), Judaism (RELIG ~~l, 302, 437) .
.
b. Southwestern and Latin American religious tradztzons: at least six credits on religion
m A_merica, especially in Southwestern US and Latin Americ?, such as: ~!,-JG/PHIL 3_87
(Latin American Liberation Theology), RELIG/HIST 478 (History ?f Re~ig10~ m Ai:n~nca)
RELIG 481 (New Mexico Hispanic Ritual), RELIG 4~2 (New_ Mexico Hispamc Religious
Arts), ART HI 529 (T/Saints and Society in the Spamsh Empire), RELIG 547/AM ST 510
(T/Religion in American Culture)
.
.
.
5. Research project. The student will complete ~ thesis (Pla~ I) or a thesis 9ual:tY research
paper_ of ~o more than fifty pages (Plan II) and will defend this research proJect m an oral
exammation.
B. Faculty. The principal members of_the gradu~te faculty for this proposed M.A.
degree are the members of the Religious Studies Committee, who are appomted by the Dean of
Arts and Sciences. Current members are:
.
Charlene Villasenor Black, Assistant Professor, ~rt and Art History
Andrew Burgess, chair; Associate Profe~sor, Philosophy
John Bussanich Associate Professor, Philosophy
'
Linda Hall, Professor,
History
Louis Hieb Director Center for Southwestern Research
Patrick McNamara, Professor, Sociology
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Pat:icia Risso , Associate Professor, History
Jamee Schuetz , Professor, Communication
Thoma~ Steele, Adjunct Professor, Philosophy
Fred Gillette Sturm , Professor, Philosophy
Donald Sullivan, Associate Professor, History
John Taber, Associate -Professor, Philosophy
James T reat , Assistant Professor, American Studies
~chard Wood, Assistant Professor, Sociology
. In addit10n, some members, who have the same credentials but do not choose to be
a~t1ve on the committee, are appointed as "associated faculty" and serve in an advisory capacity. The current "associated faculty" member is Ferenc Szasz, Professor of History.
. C.. Afimission standards. The admission standards for the proposed graduate program
will ~e similar t_o those of other comparable units at UNM. Admission to the program will
reqmre appropnate preparatory course work in the field, minimum overall GPA 3. 0, scores on
the ver~al and analytical parts of the Graduate Record Examination totaling at least 1000, three
academic letters of recommendation, and an acceptable academic writing sample.
. _D. Use of current technologies to support program quality and delivery. Since the
pnncipal method of graduate instruction in this area is by seminar, current technologies will
not play a major role.
.
E. Experience in work settings. The main way in which graduate students get preparation for teaching is through graduate assistantships. Because most of our students will not be
able to take advantage of that route, we have created another means of providing work experience. What we use is a graduate seminar that meets weekly (or twice a week) to go over ind_epth materials relating to our basic Living World Religions class. Students cannot directly
sign up _for this seminar; they have to apply for the opportunity and are chosen not only for the
aca_dem1c abilities but also for their potentiality as teachers. In addition to the seminar in
w~i~h they participate, the students also serve as leaders for small (10-12 person) groups
w1thm the large lecture classes of Living World Religions (RELIG 107), wh ich normally
enroll from 100-160 students. Here the leaders are able to practice in a carefully supervised
and limited situation way some of the basic skills of teaching.
.
.
F. Academic support services. In addition to the support se:Y1ces avail?ble to all graduate students, the students will receive advising from the graduate director, chair, and other
members of the Religious Studies Committee, particu_larly the ~tudent' s C?mmittee o~ Studies .
.
G. Final integrating experience. The integratmg expenen~e for this degree will be as
it _has been in Philosophy, the thesis (Plan I) or ~horter thesis-quality paper (Plan II), together
with the oral defense of this thesis or thesis-quality paper.
.
.
H. External reviews of the quality of the program. Three times dunng th e past ten
~ears external review teams of internationally renowned scholars have recommended the establishment of an M.A . in Religious Studies at UNM:
. .
.
a. 1989 external graduate review of the Relzgzous Studies Program. The 1989
review recommended a "carefully focused" M.A.
~0), wit~ ~pecial concentration in such
areas as Native American religions and Hispanic rehgio~s traditions.
.
b. 1994 external graduate review of th_e J!hzlosophy Depa~ent. Th~, 1994_graduate review of the Philosophy Department_ ma~e ? similar _recommendati~n for the creati~n of
an M.A. program in Religious Studies with distmct reqmrements and with staff from vanous
. .
.
departments" (p. 8).
c. 1997 external graduate review ~f t~e Relzgzous Studies Program. Because t~e
~ 997 graduate review team for Religious Studies mcluded two membe~s from _the 1989 re iew
1! expressed surprise at the II administrative inacti?n" that had a~tended its earhe~ recomme~da~.
hons (p. 5). It pointed out that several of the Philosophy r~qu1rements for ~h~ conce~trat1on
were "irrelevant to Religious Studies," and it called for a_n mdepende~t ~eh~1ous Studies .A .
at UNM (p. 12) based on faculty resources p_re~ently ava1l~bl~ at th_e institution.
I. Specialized accreditation. No specialized accreditation will be sought.

ep.
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. _6.1.3. A_ssessment of operations an~ impact (NMAC 9.1.7.). The graduate program in
Re1Ig1ous Studies has always worked to mamtam assessment procedures while operating ithin
the Philosophy "concentration," and it will continue to do so as an independent .A. In fact
the two reviews of the Religious S_tudies graduate program in 1989 and 1997 ar probabl
unprecedented am~ng all UNM programs, in the sense that here a program oluntaril ask d
~or an ex~ernal ~eview team_ t'? examin~ it even though it had no independent graduat d gr
m operation. Smee the Religious Stud1es has been so dedicated to assessment proc dur s
n
when others thought they would not be needed, it can be counted on to be even mor
scrupulous in this respect when the proposed independent degree is put into operation.
A. Methods of monitoring program operations and progress of students. Th sam
methods of monitoring will be followed that have been used successfully during the many
years of the Religious Studies graduate "concentration."
B. Outcomes assessment. The Religious Studies Program already participates in th
program of Outcomes Assessment at the undergraduate level and it will also do o at th r duate level once the proposed degree is implemented . In addition, of cours the
ould
continue to be subject to the same periodic scrutiny from external re i w t am that th "
centration" has already had.
6.1.4. Administrative responsibility for the program and in titutional commitm nt
(NMAC 9.1.8.). The administrative responsibility for graduate study in R Ii i u tud1
111
be transferred from the Philosophy Department, which has discontinu d thi p r t1 n in
fall 1997 , to the Religious Studies Committee which has been r sponsibl for th
undergraduate degree in Religious Studies since its formation.
A. Administrative structure of Religious Studies Program. The R ligiou tud1
Program is administered by the Religious Studies Committee, who em mber ar nomma d
b)'. the committee and appointed by the Dean of Arts and Sciences. The memb rs of that mmittee are given above in section 6.1.2.A.
The Committee includes substantial experience in the admini tration of a raduat
program. Professor Hall heads the Interdisciplinary Committee on Latin Am rican tudi
Professor Hieb directs the Center for Southwestern Research, and Profe or Tr at a formerly Assistant Director of the Native American Studies Program. ach of th e thr a a
are central to UNM's mission as defined in UNM 2000. Together these prof or h Ip t
form-along with Professors Mc amara, Steele, Sturm, Villasenor-Black and o d-th
cor~ ?f the proposed graduate program's "concentration in . outh westen:i and Latin merican
tradit10ns." Professor Bussanich was formerly Graduate Director of Philo oph a_nd Pro~
r
Schuetz was Graduate Director of Communication. Professor Mc amara wa chaIT o h
So~iology Department's graduate committee. Professor Sturm ~as Graduate Dir ctor of
Philosophy and also chair of the Faculty Senate Graduate Committee . . Professor Bur
and
Sturm have taught in graduate Religious Studies programs before commg to
and all h
Committee members have taught graduate seminars and advised_~raduate s~udent . .
In order to deal with especially pressing business, the Religious tud1es omm1tt
works between meetings through a "steering committee,_" made UJ? of members ho ha
volunteered to put in the extra time required. The st~ez:.ng committee c~rrentl on 1 o
Burgess Bussanich Steele Sturm and Sullivan. This 1s the sub-committee that Ill ha
~irect r;sponsibility for taking on :nany of the new faculty duties-such as r ruitmen
mg of applicants, advisement of M.A. students, and placement of graduate -tha h
M.A. program will require.
. .
.
B. Administrative support for the program. The pattern of adm1ni trat1
up rt
the program has already been explained above in section 3 .1. C.

13

7. Summary and Conclusion: the proposed graduate program (NMAC 6 a-e). The
proposed graduate program in Religious Studies meets all the objectives given in 5 NMAC
5.2, section six:
(a) It fulfills societal requirements, employer needs, and student demand (see above,
"Purpose" (section 3.1) and "Justification: Needs" (section 4.1.1.).
(b) It supports high standards of academic quality, as shown in the recommendation by
three successive "external graduate review teams" in 1989, 1994, and 1997 that such a degree
be implemented (see above, section 6.1.2.H)
(c) It encourages cooperation among institutions, public and private (see above, section
4.3).
(d) it avoids unnecessary duplication, since the only other comparable program in the
state (at ENMU) has been discontinued (see above, section 4.2).
(e) it maximizes cost effectiveness for the state, both by increasing enrollments at minimum cost (see above, section 5.2.2.) and increasing outside support (see above, section
5.2.3.).
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THIRD BULLETED ITEM IN SECTION 2.6.4
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY POLICY

Current language:
Twenty percent (20%) to the University to be administered by the Associate Provost for
Research (on main campus) or the Vice-President for Health Sciences (at the Health
Sciences Center) to support research and educational activities in the originating
departments(s) as well as administration and litigation of UNM IP (the latter inasfar as it
remains consistent with the Bayh-Dole act).

Proposed language:
Twenty percent (20%) to the University to be invested and administered by the
Associate Provost for Research (on main campus) or the Vice-President for Health
Sciences (at the Health Sciences Center). Accrued revenues will be used, in
consultation with faculty, to support University units involved in ongoing research and
educational pursuits relevant to commercialization efforts or will otherwise be
administered as required by sponsor(s).

The Computer Use Committee of the Faculty Senate proposes the following
resolution to be considered by the Senate:
The Faculty Senate finds that WHEREAS:

•

Computers are now a necessary piece of equipment for faculty and taff to
effectively do their jobs, much as lights, offices, and d sk ph ne ar
required for the same;

•

The Internet-based World Wide Web has becom an incr a ingly imp rt nt
source of information for teachers, students, and staff at all l v l ;

•

Universities are expected to provide some course content 1 tr ni all
and UNM faculty are being encouraged to provid cour
yllabi and th r
information on the World Wide Web;

•

UNM is providing more information critical for faculty nd t ff nl via
electronic methods such as e-mail and the World Wid W b;
ar t build
A substantial investment has been made at UNM in r c n
Int rn ta c
and maintain the University's computer network to facilitat
for members of the UNM community;

•

•

Technology at UNM is extremely underfunded;

•

Many faculty and staff at UNM are unable to take full advantage of thi
network because there is currently no source of funding for de kt p
computers to plug into the network;

•

Technology changes rapidly, and computer equipment i inad quat f r
current uses after three to four years.

It be RESOLVED that
•

Faculty and staff computer workstations b c nsidered a U
infrastructure, much like a phone on a desk;

•

Deparhnents be directly allocated a computational budget of $500.00 per
year, per instructional personnel FTE;

•

Funds be disbursed at the departmental level to address specific computing
needs of instructional personnel;

•

The university recognize that centralized computing services such as
network hardware maintenance and upgrades, and user support and
training, must be planned and funded in order to optimize the utility of our
current and investments in computational facilities. To this end the request
for faculty/ staff computers made here should be integrated into a
comprehensive Strategic Plan.

Graduate Dual Degree Programs

Background
The University offers two types of dual degree programs for graduate students-individualized
and formal programs. Both types of dual degrees result in the student receiving two graduate
degrees-not a degree in a dual program, but two separate degrees. The descriptions and
guidelines for both types of dual degrees are located in the current catalog on pages 55 - 57.
Current Situation
Under the individual dual degree program, students devise their own master's degrees with the
approval of the two graduate units involved. Students must meet the requirements of both
degrees "with the exception that transfer of a maximum of six hours from each field to the other
is permitted."
Under the formal dual degree program, graduate units propose programs through the Senate
Graduate Committee and the Curricula Committee on a Form C. These programs currently
include master's, doctoral, and Juris Doctor degrees. There are no guidelines as to how many
credit hours constitute a formal dual degree program.
Problem
A standard for the minimum number of credit hours in a formal dual degree proposal became an
issue for the Faculty Senate Graduate Committee in spring 1998 when it was reviewing a
proposal for a new program. Some SGC members were uncomfortable that there was no
standard for a minimum number of required hours.
Recommendation
After extensive consideration of issues involved with input from existing dual degree program
directors, the SGC unanimously passed the following motion in November 1998:
No less than 2/3 of the total credits for both degrees be adopted as a standard for
dual degree programs at UNM. Each dual degree program will work out the
curricular integrity of its program.
Subsequently, the Curricula Committee also approved the motion.
Impact
All current, formal dual degree programs meet this standard. Thus, there is no impact on
approved programs. New proposals for dual degrees would have to meet this standard.
Action
At this time, the SGC is seeking Faculty Senate approval for establishment of this standard as
Part of the assessment process for formal dual degree proposals.

@
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Form C attachment: Department of Art and Art History, MFA Art Studio
Based on the recommendation of the Photo Faculty in the Department of Art and
Art History, the Dept. Graduate Committee and the Dept. Advisory Committee
have approved the deletion of the Track I for the MFA program. Track II, Solo
Exhibition and Catalog will now be required by all students and considered the MFA
Dissertation.
On Wednesday, August 19, 1998 this proposal was approved unanimously by the
Department Full-time faculty.
This change will not create an impact on the budget or faculty load, nor will it
create an impact on long-range planning.

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- -

-------- --

The current information is located on page 362 and 363 of the current catalog.
The catalog copy will read as follows:
page 362, paragraphs 6 through 9.
The M.F.A. degree is [offered under ti.,10 separate program options, Trask I and
Track II. 'A'hile the two traoks are very similar, Trask I is designed to afford the
student an opportunity to demonstrate his or her sroativo and soholarly ability, and
+rack II is] designed to afford the student an opportunity to amplify his or her
abilities as a professional artist.
[+ho M.F.A. under Trask I requires a balanced soncontration of work among
oreativo, oritioal, analytioal, and historisal rosoaroh, sulminating in a written
a+ssortation and an exhibition of oroativo work.]
[It Trask II] requires a concentration on the creative aspects of the studio work
culminating in a dissertation that entails planning, installing and documenting a solo
exhibition of the student's own creative work, producing a catalog, and giving an
oral public presentation.
[+ho ohoioo of a spooifis dissertation program option, either Trask I or Trask 11,
should be done in oonsultation with, and the approval of the student's Committee
oo Studies.]
page 363, M.F.A. Degree Requirements.
Art St 502 Interdisciplinary Seminar
Art Hi 503 Introduction to Graduate Studies
(to be taken concurrently, offered Fall only)

3
3

'

I

5 90
Art St 593 Seminar in Studio Art
(offered Spring Semester)
Art St (in addition to 502 and 593)
Art Hi (in addition to 503)
Electives (normally taken outside the Department of
Art and Art History
[(insert space here)]
[Art St 6QQ Dissertation]
[Art St 699 Dissertation (solo exhibition)]
[Art Hi 699 Dissertation (catalog))
Total
[Track I
Art St 6QQ Dissertation (exhibition)
Art Hi 699 Dissertation

3
21
12
6

-

[~]
[9]

[3)

60

6
6

Track I
Art St 699 Dissertation (solo exhibition)
Q
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
D,.-re:
To:

July 24, 1998

B. Baker, et ' al
T. B a r r o w ~
Catalogue change for photography area

The photography area has been discussing for some time the
idea of bringing our area into agreement with the other
studio areas' MFA requirements. I explained our reasoning
to the department graduate committee at our final meeting in
May and they agreed that it was time to do this. The
primary reason is that the original impetus for creating the
writing component was the vast shortage of intelligent
critical and historical literature in the field of
photography. This is no longer an issue for our field and
with the additional need for our students to spend less time
in pursuit of their terminal degree we would like the next
catalogue to reflect this change.
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Emergency Medical Services Academy
Bachelor of Science in Emergency Medical Services (BS EMS)
Proposed Program Revisions for 1999-2001

Executive Summary
December 1998
The University of New Mexico Board of Regents approved the BS EMS degree program on
May 17, 1998. Instruction began in the Fall 1997 Semester. This degree program has generated a
great deal of interest among prospective UNM students as well as both nationally and
internationally. This is evidenced by contacts we have received through our WebPage, and through
international inquiries for affiliation with other universities and organizations. Registration for BS
EMS class offerings has been growing steadily over the past four semesters.
This program was a pioneering effort in the field of EMS. The curriculum design was not
based on any existing model and many courses were developed right "from scratch" on the drawing
board. In reviewing course registration data, student interview and counseling data, and outcomes
assessment data, program administrators and faculty have obtained feedback and information which
was the basis for the restructuring changes which are now being proposed.
While the number of proposed changes is quite large (approximately 50), there are few
significant changes (those which involve a change in curriculum or course requirements or
offerings.) A brief summary of the changes (bolded):

Administration/Faculty
• Two new faculty; five departures (a search has begun for 1.5 new faculty hires; also, several
courses are taught by contract faculty and faculty from other departments, e.g. EMS 407 is
taught by the Aeromedical Faculty and Wilderness Survival is taught by specialists; further,
some courses, e.g. Industrial Medicine, will only be taught biannually)
First Year - First Semester
• MATH 121 or above required, dropped MATH 120 (per UNM core curriculum requirements)
First Year - Second Semester
• Humanities: History, Philosophy, or Literature (per core requirement)
~econd Year - First Semester
• MATH 145 or other equivalent Stats Course
• C/J 130 or C/J Elective, e.g., Cultural Communication (as recommended by the Curriculum
Co. in 1996)
• Humanities Elective (instead of Approved Elective, per core curriculum requirement)
• EMS Elective dropped (to align total credit hours to 128)
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Second Year - Second Semester
• ANTHRO 101 or SOC 101 (consistent with core curriculum)
• ENG 219 or ENG 220 (to provide flexibility with other programs, e.g., Physician Assistant)
Third Year - First Semester
• EMS 301 (credit hour change with justification submitted)
• EMS 302 ( credit hour change with justification submitted)
• EMS 303 (course description change only)
• EMS 304 (course description change only)
• EMS 308 (credit hour change with justification submitted)
Third Year - Second Semester
• EMS 305 ( credit hour change, justification submitted, moved from first semester of third year)
• EMS 306 ( course & credit hour change with justification submitted)
• EMS 316 (new course title; however, only a split of the previous EMS 306 for 7 er hrs)
• EMS 307 (credit hour change withjustification submitted)
• EMS 309L (course description change only)
• EMS 317L ( course number changed from 400 level to proper 300 level)
BS EMS (without declared concentration)
4 th Year Requirements
• Approved EMS Courses -13 credit hours (provides for more flexibility in course selection)
Chanees in Course Title or Description Only
• EMS 103; EMT-Rescue
• EMS 105, High Angle Rescue
• EMS 303; EMT-P Trauma Emergency Care
• EMS 3 04; EMT-P Respiratory Emergency Care
• EMS 309L; EMT-P Clinical II
• EMS 432; EMS Administration Independent Study
Chanees in Course Title or Description and Prerequisites
• EMS 406; Mobile Intensive Care Paramedic
• EMS 407; Aeromedical EMS
• EMS 408L; Aeromedical EMS Clinical
• EMS 420; EMS Administration
• EMS 430; EMS Management Internship
• EMS 450 EMS Research & Analysis
• EMS 451; EMS Research Publication
Chanees in Course Level and/or Descriptions and/or Title
• EMS 204; Wound Management (was EMS 404, credit increase 1 to 2, prerequisite change)
• EMS 205; Splinting (was EMS 405, prerequisite change))
• EMS 206; Industrial Medicine (was EMS 409)
• EMS 207; Wilderness Medicine (was EMS 410)
2

•
•

EMS 3 l 7L; EMT-P Field Internship (was EMS 401L, credit change from 1-12 to 1-5)
EMS 461; EMS Journal Club (was EMS 151)

Changes in Credit Hours and/or Descriptions and/or Title
• EMS 10l;EMT-Basic(from6 to4)
• EMS 201; EMT-I (from 3 to 5)
• EMS 301; EMT-P Prehospital Pharmacology (1 to 2)
• EMS 302; EMT-P Shock & Fluid Resuscitation (3 to 2)
• EMS 305; EMT-P OB/GYN Emergencies & Care (1 to 2)
• EMS 306; EMT-P Medical Emergencies I (7 to 3 and create part II: EMS 316)
• EMS 307; EMT-P Pediatric Emergencies (3 to 2)
• EMS 308L; EMT-P Clinical I (3 to 4)
• EMS 441; EMS Education & Training (from 1 to 3)
• EMS 442; EMS Education Internship (variable: 1-5 TO variable 1-3) (also added prerequisite)
Proposed New Course Offerines
• EMS 107; Wilderness Survival (requested by Aeromedical organization, 11 took first offering)
• EMS 203; EMT-Transition
• EMS 316; EMT-P Medical Emergencies II (split off ofEMS 306 which was 7 credits, now
offered as part I and part II )
• EMS 321; EMT-P Transition
• EMS 412, Independent Clinical Study
• EMS 414; Advanced Clinical Care
• EMS 452; EMS Research Independent Study
Proposed Course Deletions
• EMS 102; EMT-Refresher (never taught; no anticipated need at this time; could be offered as a
topics course in the future should a need arise)
• EMS 104; Wilderness First Responder (never taught, no anticipated need at this time; could be
offered as a topics course in the future should a need arise)
• EMS 202; EMT-P Paramedic A&P (never taught, no anticipated need at this time; could be
offered as a topics course in the future should a need arise)
• EMS 31 O; EMT-Paramedic Comprehensive Studies (never taught, no anticipated need at this
time; could be offered as a topics course in the future should a need arise)
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LauraKay! D
Program Medical Director

Wlian(Raynovich, MPH
Senior Program Manager

Curriculum Proposal; December 1998
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Addendum
Bachelor of Science in Emergency Medical Services (BS EMS)
Proposed Program Revisions for 1999-2001

Executive Summary
December 3, 1998
Changes are required in our Concentration in Administration due to course deletions at Anderson
School of Management.
New Concentration in Administration
•
1st
.L.....E.._ar
regmrement:
ECON 106; Introductory Microeconomics
Note: This course must be taken as the Second Semester Elective.
It is a prerequisite for MGT 202 and MGT 322.

3

•
2nd year regmrements:

3
3
6

MGT 113; Management: An Introduction
CS l 50L; Computing for Business students
Total
.
4th year reqmrements:

MGT 202; Principles of Financial Accounting
(replaces Mgt 101)
(Prerequisites: two semesters' college level mathematics and one
Semester of economics with a grade of "C-" or better in each course)
MGT 322; Marketing Management
(replaces Mgt 222)
(Prerequisites: Engl. 102, Econ. 106)
MGT 301; Computer Systems
(Prerequisites: Mgt. 202, CS 150)
MGT 306; Organizational Behavior and Diversity replaces Mgt 361)
(Prerequisites: Engl. 102, 6 hours of behavioral science)
EMS 420; EMS Administration
JiMS 430; EMS Mgt. Internship.
Total

3

3
3

3
3
3
21

Notes:
• ASM has dropped courses# 101, 202, 361; courses 202, 322, and 306 are the ASM
approved alternatives.
• All prerequisites for the 400 level concentrations are covered in our course
requirements in fulfillment of core curriculum guidelines.
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